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Abstract

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the activation of a deep cervical extensor, the semispinalis cervicis, in asymptomatic individuals and patients with neck pain. Together with the deep flexor muscles the deep cervical extensors contribute to support and stabilization of the cervical spine. Impaired activation of these muscles may contribute to the recurrence and maintenance of neck pain and consequently assessing and restoring the function of the deep muscles is considered to be important in the rehabilitation of patients with neck pain. Preliminary evidence for lower activation of the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain was shown in only one study which utilized functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to evaluate the activation of the deep muscles. This thesis directly examined the neural control of the semispinalis cervicis using ultrasound guided intramuscular electromyography (EMG) and compared the activation of the semispinalis cervicis in patients with chronic neck pain and in healthy controls. Finally, the possibility of emphasizing the activation of this muscle by specific exercise was evaluated.

Four studies were performed. First, the neural drive to fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis at two different spinal levels was investigated in healthy subjects in order to examine whether all fascicles of the muscle receive common or independent neural drive. In a second study, the activity of semispinalis cervicis was examined in patients with neck pain and compared to healthy controls to examine whether this muscle is activated differently in patients. In the third study the tenderness to pressure of the tissues over the cervical zygapophyseal joints was measured using the pressure pain threshold (PPT) at two spinal levels. Furthermore, the activity of the semispinalis cervicis was measured at the same levels and a correlation analysis was performed between PPT and EMG measures. In the fourth and final study the activation of semispinalis cervicis in relation to the superficial extensor splenius capitis was investigated during three different exercises.

The results showed a lower recruitment threshold and a higher number of active motor units in the fascicle of the semispinalis cervicis at the spinal level C5 compared to C2 reflecting a partially independent neural drive to fascicles of semispinalis cervicis. The independent drive to different fascicles of the muscle may be determined by mechanical needs and advantages of different fascicles for the task performed. The second study of the thesis showed that patients with chronic neck pain display lower activity of the semispinalis cervicis compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, the directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis was lower in patients, i.e. the ability to contract in well-defined preferred directions according to the muscle’s anatomical position relative to the spine. In the second study the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscles was measured at C3. In the third study the activation of semispinalis cervicis muscle was monitored at both C2 and C5 and the results showed that patients with neck pain also display lower and less defined activation of the semispinalis cervicis at these levels suggesting that altered activation of this muscle is generalized to all levels of the cervical
spine and is not unique to one spinal level. PPT measured over C2 and C5 correlated significantly, albeit only weakly with EMG amplitude and the directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis when the control and patient data was pooled together, suggesting that other factors like general psychological distress, fear avoidance behavior and disuse may contribute this finding. Finally, the activity of the semispinalis cervicis increased relative to the splenius capitis when the patient pushed dorsally against the therapist’s manual resistance at the vertebral arch of C2. This did not occur when pushing backwards against resistance applied at either the occiput or at C5.

Taken together, these findings indicate that the neural control of the semispinalis cervicis muscle is altered in patients with chronic neck pain. Furthermore, patients with the highest pressure pain sensitivity displayed the greatest impairment in activation of the semispinalis cervicis. Given the role of the deep cervical extensors in the provision of support to the cervical spine, impaired control of this muscle may have relevance for the perpetuation or maintenance of neck pain. A specific exercise was shown to increase the activity of semispinalis cervicis relative to the superficial splenius capitis, suggesting that this exercise would be useful to include an exercise program for patients with neck pain. Further research is necessary to investigate the efficacy of such an exercise in patients with neck pain.
Neural kontrol af m. semispinalis cervicis og indvirkning på nakkesmerter

Formålet med denne afhandling var at undersøge aktiveringen af den dybe nakkeextensor, m. semispinalis cervicis, hos symptomfri personer og patienter med nakkesmerter. Sammen med de dybe fleksormuskler bidrager nakkeextensorerne til støtte og stabilisering af columna cervicalis. Svækket aktivering af disse muskler kan bidrage til gentagne og vedvarende nakkesmerter, og som følge heraf anses vurdering og genopretning af funktionen af de dybe muskler for vigtig i rehabiliteringen af patienter med nakkesmerter. Foreløbig har kun et studie fremlagt bevis for lavere aktivering af de dybe nakkeextensorer. Dette studie anvendte magnetisk resonans billederdannelse (MRI) til at vurdere aktiveringen af de dybe muskler. Denne afhandling har direkte undersøgt den neurale kontrol af m. semispinalis cervicis ved hjælp af ultralydskontrolleret intramuskulær elektronyografi (EMG) og sammenlignede aktivering af m. semispinalis cervicis hos patienter med kroniske nakkesmerter og raske forsøgs personer. Endvidere blev muligheden for forbedring af aktiveringen af denne muskel ved hjælp af specifikke øvelser vurderet.

Der blev udført fire studier i forbindelse med afhandlingen. I første studie undersøgtes den neurale aktivering til fiberbundter i m. semispinalis cervicis på to forskellige spinale niveauer hos raske forsøgs personer for at undersøge, om alle fiberbundter i musklen modtager en fælles eller en uafhængig neural aktivering. I det andet studie undersøgtes aktiviteten i m. semispinalis cervicis hos patienter med nakkesmerter, og denne blev herefter sammenlignet med raske forsøgs personer for at undersøge, om denne muskel aktiveres forskelligt hos patienter. I det tredje studie måltes ømhed for tryk på vævet over de zygapophysiale led ved hjælp af tryksmertetærsker (PPT) på to spinale niveauer. Endvidere måltes aktiviteten af m. semispinalis cervicis på de samme niveauer og der udførtes en korrelationsanalyse mellem PPT og EMG-målinger. I fjerdde og sidste studie undersøges aktiveringen af m. semispinalis cervicis i relation til overlade-extensoren m. splenius capitis under tre forskellige øvelser.

Resultaterne viste en lavere rekrutteringstærskel og et højere antal aktive motorenheder i m. semispinalis cervicis’ fiberbundt på det spinale niveau C5 sammenlignet med C2, hvilket afspejler en delvis uafhængig aktivering til fiberbundterne i m. semispinalis cervicis. Den uafhængige aktivering til forskellige fiberbundter i musklen kan bestemmes af mekaniske behov og fordele ved forskellige fiberbund til den udførte opgave. Det andet studie viste, at patienter med kroniske nakkesmerter udviser lavere aktivitet i m. semispinalis cervicis sammenlignet med kontrolgruppen. Endvidere var retningsspecifiteten af m. semispinalis cervicis lavere hos patienterne, dvs. evnen til sammentrækning i veldefinere foretrukne retninger i henhold til musklens anatomiske placering i forhold til rygraden. I andet studie måltes aktiveringen af m. semispinalis cervicis ved C3. I det tredje studie blev aktiveringen af m. semispinalis cervicis undersøgt ved både C2 og C5, og resultaterne viste, at patienter med nakkesmerter også
udviser lavere og mindre defineret aktivering af m. semispinalis cervicis på disse niveauer, hvilket indikerer, at ændret aktivering af denne muskel kan generaliseres til alle niveauer af columna cervicalis og ikke er unik for ét spinalet niveau. PPT målt over C2 og C5 korrelerede signifikant, om end kun svagt med EMG-amplitude og retningspecifitet af m. semispinalis cervicis, når data fra kontrolgruppen og patienter blev lagt sammen, hvilket tyder på, at andre faktorer som generelle psykologiske bekymringer, undgåelsesadfærd og misbrug kan bidrage til dette resultat. Endelig blev aktiviteten af m. semispinalis cervicis forøget i forhold til m. splenius capitis, når patienten trykkede dorsalt mod forskerens modstand ved arcus vertebrae C2. Dette skete ikke, når forsøgspersonen skubbede bagover mod modstand påført enten på baghoved eller ved C5.

Alt i alt indikerer disse resultater, at den neurale kontrol af m. semispinalis cervicis ændres hos patienter med kroniske nakkesmerter. Endvidere viste patienterne med den højeste tryksmerterfølsomhed den største svækkelig i aktivering af m. semispinalis cervicis. På baggrund af de dybe nakkeextensorers rolle i tilvejebringelsen af støtte til columna cervicalis kan svækket kontrol af denne muskel have relevans for fortsatte nakkesmerter. En specifik øvelse viste sig at forøge aktiviteten af m. semispinalis cervicis i forhold til m. splenius capitis, hvilket indikerer, at denne øvelse kan være brugbar i et program med øvelser til patienter med nakkesmerter. Yderligere forskning er nødvendigt for at undersøge virkningen af denne øvelse hos patienter med nakkesmerter.
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Overview

„La pazienza vince tutto!“ (Elio Stella)
*Patience overcomes anything!*

Chapter 1 describes the anatomy and function of the cervical muscles and reviews the neuromuscular dysfunctions associated with neck pain.

Chapter 2 explains the neurophysiology of muscle activation and electromyography. This chapter also presents the aims of this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the common methods used in the thesis.

Chapter 4 reports the results followed by a discussion of each study.

Chapter 5 discusses the main results, considers limitations of the studies and provides suggestions for further research.

Chapter 6 presents a general conclusion of the thesis.

The *appendixes* contain tables showing an overview of the common methods and the main results.

The *references* are listed in this part of the thesis.

*Paper 1 to 4* contain the original studies on which this thesis is based.
Chapter 1.  

Rationale of the topic

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Neck pain represents a serious suffering for patients and an economic burden for the society. In most cases a structure causing the pain cannot be identified and consequently a reasonable pharmacological or surgical treatment can rarely be offered. Most patients receive conservative treatment and many seek help by physiotherapists. Different treatments have shown efficacy for reducing neck pain like low-level laser therapy, a multi-component pain and stress self-management group intervention, massage, cervical joint mobilization, and upper thoracic spine thrust manipulation for reducing pain and improving function. Comprehensive literature analyses however do question the efficacy of massage and mobilization. Many studies show efficacy of exercises for reducing neck pain and associated disability as also a comprehensive literature review. The best type of exercise however is still unclear. For the cervical flexor group different dysfunctions have been identified like reduced activation of the deep cervical flexors longus capitis and longus colli muscles during a task of cranio-cervical flexion. The superficial flexors like sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalene muscles show concomitantly increased activation aiming probably to maintain cervical stability. Appropriate exercises have shown efficacy in re-establishing a normal activation pattern of superficial and deep cervical flexors and in reducing pain especially in patients having least activation before the training. The cervical extensors are believed to be similarly important for the rehabilitation of patients with neck pain. Knowledge on their activation however is scarce. The general aim of this thesis therefore is to investigate the activation of the deep cervical extensors in healthy subjects and patients with chronic neck pain. Furthermore, the effect of a traditional exercise to increase the activation of the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain will be analyzed.

1.2 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF NECK PAIN

Neck pain is a frequent symptom in the world population, more so in women than in men. Life time prevalence of neck pain varies between 43% and 66.7%. The prevalence rate in one year varies between 17.9%, 53.6% and 64%. With a point prevalence of 22.2% and 20.6% it is the most frequent musculoskeletal complaint after low back and shoulder pain. The differences between the epidemiological studies might be explained by the populations studied and by
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influencing factors like climate, level of education, means of livelihood and average age of the population. Neck pain is a long-standing problem. Between half and three quarters of patients with neck pain will experience recurrence within 1 to 5 years. Costs for the society due to neck pain are consequently high. Effective treatment of neck pain is therefore needed.

1.3 AETIOLOGY OF NECK PAIN

Neck pain can follow trauma like whiplash, but often the triggering and maintaining causes are unknown. In approximately 80% of patients neck pain is “of unknown origin”, that is, idiopathic neck pain. Psychosocial factors like high work demand and job dissatisfaction as well as work-related physical factors are associated with neck pain. There is however no evidence for psychosocial factors being a cause of neck pain. This thesis focuses on the biological aspect of muscle dysfunction related to neck pain.

The biomedical diagnosis of neck pain can be structural and functional. Structures responsible for pain are mainly the intervertebral disc, zygapophyseal joints, muscles, and the neural system. Prevalence for pain originating from the cervical disc ranges between 16 and 41%. Each cervical disc can provoke well-defined pain patterns in the neck and the adjacent regions including the upper extremities. The diagnosis of disc pain can only be made with discography and is not possible by clinical means alone.

The incidence for pain coming from the zygapophyseal joints can be over 60%. Also zygapophyseal joint pain can only be diagnosed with invasive means like local anaesthesia. Other possible sources of pain are the (subchondral) bone, and ligaments, which can be injured by for example a whiplash injury. The neural system, for example cervical radiculopathy, is a further possible cause of pain. Again, the clinical diagnosis of these structural causes is difficult.

Muscles can be a primary structural cause of acute neck pain, for example, in an acute muscle sprain. Muscle dysfunction also occurs as a secondary response to pain and may contribute to the maintenance and recurrence of neck pain. For example, alterations in muscle activity may increase stress and the risk of micro/macrotrauma which can cause and maintain neck pain. Experimental pain studies stimulating nociceptors in the muscle confirm that pain can induce immediate changes in neuromuscular control of the neck similar to those observed in patients with neck pain. Furthermore, latent myofascial trigger points are able to change the muscle activation pattern even in the absence of pain.

Clinicians like physiotherapists are invited to make a more functional diagnosis before trying to identify the pain provoking structure. When physiotherapists for example find joint dysfunction in the segments C0 to C4, restricted movement in extension and muscle impairment in the cranio-cervical flexion test, they can distinguish cervicogenic headache from migraine and tension-type headache with a 100% sensitivity and a 94% specificity.
findings can correlate with a structural diagnosis: restricted rotation < 60° and positive signs in the upper limb tension test for the median nerve, the neck distraction and the Spurling test for example indicate cervical radiculopathy with a positive likelihood ratio point estimate of 30.3. Many of these movement changes are an expression of altered motor control which is consequently essential for the understanding of patients with neck pain.

1.4 MOTOR CONTROL OF THE CERVICAL SPINE

Upright relaxed standing body posture is maintained partially by normal passive muscle tone with minimally increased energy costs of ~7% over supine lying. Passive muscle tone is the intrinsic viscoelastic tension provided by passive mechanical properties like inertia, viscosity, and elasticity of muscle tissue. During postural perturbations applied to the trunk the passive muscle tone is supported by co-activation of agonist and antagonist muscles which is considered a normal stabilizing motor strategy in healthy subjects. The importance of muscles is highlighted by the fact that they contribute in vitro to approximately 80% of cervical spine stability. In addition to postural stability of the head the cervical spine has to orient the head with its sensory organs vision, hearing, smelling and balance in the space and in relation to the body.

Stability and movement of the spine are controlled by the sensorimotor system which comprises afferent, efferent, and central integration and processing components. The active static and dynamic control of the cervical spine is determined via feedforward and feedback procedures by several mechanisms like voluntary control, proprioception of the neck, and exteroception from the sense organs including the vestibular system. Proprioceptive afferents come probably more from the muscle spindles than from joint receptors. The neck afferents are involved in reflexes which influence head orientation, eye movement control, and postural stability. These reflexes include the cervicocollic reflex (CCR), the cervico-ocular reflex (COR), and the tonic neck reflex (TNR). They work in conjunction with other cervical, vestibular, and visual reflexes acting on the neck musculature. Conflicting afferent information from these systems might contribute to reduced range of movement, pathological movement patterns (reduced acceleration and velocity, reduced smoothness and irregular axes of neck movement), altered intensity and timing of muscle activation, less strength and endurance and problems in maintaining a stable upright posture all of which have been observed in patients with neck pain disorders.

1.5 FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN THE NECK MUSCLES ASSOCIATED WITH PAIN

Neuromuscular adaptations associated with pain are not only a reaction to stimulation of peripheral nociceptors but rather are the result of the interactions between biological, psychological, and social elements of the pain experience.
Consequently a number of functional adaptations can be seen in patients with neck pain and these changes will be briefly reviewed below.

1.5.1 Strength

Strength is significantly less in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls with a large variability ranging from 18\% to 90\%\textsuperscript{72}. Two studies for example reported a loss of overall force of about 29\%\textsuperscript{73, 74}. These data are coming from cross-sectional studies and consequently we do not know the time course of strength reduction associated with neck pain. Strength tests might rather report the patient’s ability to bear strain during the strength test\textsuperscript{75} because the average maximum voluntary force of patients with chronic neck pain is inversely and moderately correlated to the pain experienced during the maximal contraction, to fear of movement and to aspects of neck disability like inactivity leading to deconditioning\textsuperscript{71}.

1.5.2 Endurance

Static endurance of the neck flexors is mostly tested with the maximal holding time in the cervical flexion test, i.e. lifting the head 1 cm from the treatment table keeping the face in the horizontal plane\textsuperscript{23, 76}. Several studies have shown a wide range between healthy subjects (14.5 to 95.7 s) and patients with neck pain (16.6 to 24.1 s) indicating however mean values of less endurance in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls\textsuperscript{77, 78}. The test is sufficiently reliable\textsuperscript{79}. Endurance of the deep craniocervical flexors is tested with a repeated holding time of minimally 10 s at each stage of the craniocervical flexion test (from 20 to 30 mmHg in steps of 2 mmHg)\textsuperscript{42} and also reduced in patients with neck pain\textsuperscript{80}. The maximum holding time for the neck extensors is measured in a modified version of the low-back extensor endurance test of Biering-Sørensen\textsuperscript{81} in which the prone lying subject holds his head in a horizontal position. The maximum holding time of healthy subjects was with 608.3 s ±39.9 (mean/SD) higher than that of patients with neck pain having sought treatment (350.4 s ± 199.3) and patients without having received treatment yet (480.8 s ±167.8), all differences being statistically significant\textsuperscript{82}. The long duration of this test (up to 10 min) however reduces its practicability. The high inter-subject variability of the holding time for the flexors and the extensors questions the clinical value of endurance tests\textsuperscript{83}. No literature has been found regarding dynamic endurance, i.e. the maximal repetition number and time of dynamic movements. In addition, myoelectric manifestations of fatigue such as a greater decrease of mean and median frequency has been shown for the sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalene muscles of patients with chronic neck pain compared to matched controls\textsuperscript{84}. Greater muscle fatigue was shown ipsilateral to the side of pain in patients with neck pain\textsuperscript{85}. 
1.5.3 Activation strategies

The deep cervical flexors can be activated selectively with the craniocervical flexion movement as shown by EMG \(^{86, 87}\) and muscle functional MRI \(^{78}\). Their activity is lower in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls \(^{20}\). The activity of the superficial flexors like anterior scalene and sternocleidomastoid muscles on the contrary is typically higher in patients with neck pain compared to controls \(^{20, 21, 88}\). The EMG activity of the superficial flexors, sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalenes, showed a weak positive correlation with pain intensity during the craniocervical flexion test \(^{89}\).

During rapid flexion/extension of the arm patients with neck pain presented with delayed onset of activity in the deep cervical flexors, sternocleidomastoid, and the anterior scalene \(^{90}\). These muscles were activated within nearly 100 ms for extension and nearly 200 ms for flexion of deltoid onset during rapid arm movements while in healthy subject their activation occurred within 50 ms \(^{90}\). The higher the intensity of the patients’ pain, the later the onset of activity and lower amplitude of activity of the deep cervical flexors during rapid arm flexion movements \(^{91}\). This delayed onset of muscle activity might create non-physiological tissue loading. Some patients also show delayed offset (relaxation) of the sternocleidomastoid muscle \(^{92}\) and of upper trapezius, cervical extensors and anterior scalene muscles after a repetitive upper limb task \(^{93}\). Delayed on- and offset of muscle activity has also been observed for the the sacro-iliac joint \(^{94}\) and the lumbar spine \(^{95}\) in patients with chronic low back pain.

The superficial extensors of patients with neck pain showed higher activity during a unilateral upper limb task compared to healthy controls \(^{93}\) as well as sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalene muscles \(^{21}\). The same phenomenon was observed in the upper trapezius during a 1 hour computer typing task maintaining a prolonged static posture \(^{96}\) as well as during isometric contractions of the neck into extension and lateral flexion \(^{97}\), and during isometric circular contractions in the horizontal plane \(^{73}\). On the contrary, the deep cervical extensors, multifidus and semispinalis cervicis, were less activated during isometric extension performed in prone lying in patients with chronic neck pain compared to healthy controls, as demonstrated by O’Leary et al. \(^{98}\). In summary, a general pattern of increased activation of the superficial and decreased activation of the deep cervical muscles with a delayed onset and offset of muscle activity can be recognized in patients with neck pain.

1.5.4 Directional specificity of muscle activity

In healthy subjects, the ability to contract a muscle in well-defined preferred direction according to its anatomical position relative to the spine is a characteristic of all extensors \(^{99, 100}\). This so-called directional specificity increases in different neck muscles of healthy subjects with higher loads (e.g. 50 N versus 25 N) \(^{100}\). Splenius capitis is an exception with slightly variable preferred directions between different healthy subjects and with no increase in directional specificity at higher loads \(^{100}\). The directional specificity decreases with age in extension but not in
flexion. It is lower in patients with neck pain for example for the splenius capitis muscle and in sternocleidomastoid muscle compared to healthy controls. The lower directional specificity of the splenius capitis was positively correlated with the patients reported chronic neck pain and perceived disability and negatively correlated with the patients maximum cervical flexion force and even more with the total neck strength. The sternocleidomastoid muscle, however, did not show similar correlations.

1.5.5 Coactivation of muscles

The time simultaneous activation of agonist and antagonist muscles, called coactivation, is supposed to be a default strategy of the nervous system when confronted with uncertainty about the task, because learning of the motor task was accompanied by a reduction of coactivation and an increased use of reciprocal activation. Coactivation of neck flexors and extensors in healthy subjects is less at high speed movements compared to middle and low speed suggesting feedback mechanisms as responsible for coactivation. Increased coactivation is associated with pain and disability for example in splenius capitis and therefore an indicator for pathology. Such a correlation however could not be found for sternocleidomastoid muscle probably because the reduction in neck flexion strength in the patient group was higher (31.7% less than controls) compared to extension (22.6% less than controls) and increased muscle coactivation seems to occur in the directions of least strength.

1.6 STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE NECK MUSCLES ASSOCIATED WITH PAIN

Fatty infiltration and changes in cross-sectional area (CSA) have been observed in the cervical muscles reflecting atrophy and degeneration. General fat infiltration in human skeletal muscle is variable for example between subjects of African origin, higher in women than men and largely influenced by genetic factors. Muscle infiltration with fat tissue has been extensively described for the human supraspinatus in rotator cuff tears as an irreversible and usually progressive degenerative change ending in a definitive loss of muscular function. Fat and fibrous tissue invade the space between the shortened muscle fibres as shown infraspinatus tendon tears of the sheep (Fig. 1).
In the human neck, the anterior muscles of patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury showed higher fat infiltration at the levels C2-3 and C5-6 compared to healthy controls, and more so in the deep longus capitis and longus colli than in the superficial sternocleidomastoid muscle. In the cervical extensor muscles of patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury greater fat infiltration was observed compared to healthy controls, especially in the multifidus muscle between the levels C3 and C7 and in the semispinalis cervicis muscle mainly at the level of C3 (Fig. 2). In patients with insidious onset of neck pain, fat infiltration however has not been identified consistently. Fat infiltration in the cervical extensor muscles was only weakly correlated to sensory, physical, kinaesthetic, and psychological features with cold pain threshold having the strongest correlation.
It was suggested that fatty tissue infiltration of muscle in patients with chronic neck pain following a whiplash injury may indicate non-recovery, but the significance of this muscular degeneration is still unclear. The association of fatty infiltration with higher pain and disability and symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorders suggests that such muscle changes may indicate poor functional recovery. This fatty infiltration especially in the deep cervical muscles might partly explain the variable findings in cross-sectional area (CSA) measurements found in the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain.

Fig. 2. Axial MRI scan at level C3 from a healthy subject and a patient with neck pain after whiplash injury (WAD = whiplash associated disorders). The line highlights the multifidus muscle. (from Elliott et al. 2006; with permission from the publisher)

Fig. 3. T1-weighted axial MRI scan at the C6 segmental level in a healthy control showing the cross-sectional areas of the cervical extensor muscles (from Elliott et al. 2008; with permission from the publisher)
Semispinalis cervicis and multifidus together showed less CSA in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury compared to healthy controls. The difference of about 6 mm² at level C2-3 and 2 mm² at level C5-6 showed a statistical significant difference. It is close to the 2.2 mm² which are considered the minimum for real change when measuring muscle CSA of the semispinalis capitis muscle repeatedly with ultrasonography (Fig. 4).  

![Fig. 4. Ultrasonogram of the cross-sectional area of the deep cervical extensors at level C4 in an asymptomatic subject (from Kristjansson 2004; with permission from the publisher)](image)

Its clinical relevance therefore may be questioned. The CSA of the multifidus muscle was also less in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury and patients with chronic non-traumatic neck pain compared to healthy controls. Fighter pilots with chronic neck pain however showed even greater CSA of semispinalis cervicis and multifidus compared to asymptomatic fighter pilots. Other neck extensors displayed lower or similar CSA in patients compared to healthy controls. Asymptomatic women whose physical activity level in daily live was classified as low presented larger CSA of the cervical extensors compared to women with high activity levels. Changes of CSA in the cervical extensors are consequently variable and non-conclusive regarding their significance for neck pain.

Evidence was found suggestive of transformation from fibre type I to type II (i.e. from slow to fast twitch fibres) in the cervical flexor and extensor muscles (suboccipital, splenius capitis, trapezius) of patients with neck pain, independent from the type of neck pathology. In the 2-3 years following the onset of neck pain, a high amount of transitional type-IIC fibres could be found in the muscle which is a sign of on-going transformation of muscle fibres. This reduction of tonic fibres might be reflected in the greater fatigue of the sternocleidomastoid and anterior scalene muscles in patients with neck pain. The fiber distribution in many cervical muscles such as the semispinalis cervicis, however, has not been analyzed up to now. Structural changes of the neck muscles in patients with neck pain such as fatty tissue infiltration of muscle tissue, altered CSA, and fibre type transformation, consequently, do not clearly explain the appearance or maintenance of neck pain.
1.7 SUMMARY OF MUSCLE CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH NECK PAIN

Patients with neck pain show altered motor control of the cervical spine and a number of structural changes such as fatty infiltration, altered CSA, and fibre type transformation in the neck muscles. These structural alterations however are variable and do not clearly explain the patient’s pain. Functional changes found in patients with neck pain include less strength and endurance, and altered activation strategies with mainly increased activity in the superficial muscles and decreased one in the deep muscles, lower directional specificity, and higher co-activation. These functional alterations may reflect changes in the pain modulating system including hypersensitivity and offer many possibilities for clinical assessment and treatment of patients with neck pain. Little however is known about the activation of the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain although anecdotally they are considered important for the rehabilitation of patients with neck pain. This thesis therefore investigates a deep cervical extensor, the semispinalis cervicis, analyzing its neural control at different spinal levels in healthy subjects, its activation in patients with chronic neck pain compared to healthy controls and the influence of tissue tenderness as well as an exercise for the specific activation of semispinalis cervicis.

1.8 RATIONALE FOR THE FOCUS ON THE DEEP CERVICAL EXTENDERS

Much research has been performed to investigate changes in cervical flexor muscle control in patients with neck pain but only few studies have analyzed the extensors. Those that have been performed have usually focused on the superficial extensors and typically show increased activity of the superficial cervical extensors compared to healthy controls. The only study prior to this thesis on the deep cervical extensors in patients with chronic mechanical neck pain revealed that multifidus and semispinalis cervicis were less active compared to healthy controls. This was measured with T2 shift values pre-post an isometric extension of the neck in a neutral position in muscle functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (mfMRI). Experimental pain provoked in the upper trapezius also reduced activity of the deep cervical extensors at level C7-T1 but not C2-3 in healthy subjects as measured by mfMRI. The magnitude of T2 shift however required to justify clinical significance is still not known as stated by the authors. Although this preliminary evidence suggests that the activity of the deep extensors may be lower in patients with neck pain, further research is necessary to better understand changes in the activation of the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain in order to be able to develop appropriate exercises. This thesis will contribute to this topic.
1.9 ANATOMY OF THE NECK EXTENSORS

The focus of this thesis is on the semispinalis cervicis. The relation of the semispinalis cervicis to the other cervical extensors will be described in the following. The posterior neck muscles, mainly extensors, are topographically organized in four muscle layers (Fig. 5)\(^99, 125\):

1. upper trapezius
2. splenius capitis and levator scapulae
3. semispinalis capitis
4. semispinalis cervicis, multifidus and rotatores

**Fig. 5.** MRI scan at the level C4 of a 45 year old healthy male subject showing the four layers of the extensor muscle group.
In the first layer, the upper trapezius (Fig. 6) acts mainly as a scapula stabilizer and only little on the head and neck with extension, ipsilateral sidebending and contralateral rotation 99, 128. Some authors consider the trapezius an important muscle for head rotation due to its favourable moment arm for this movement 127.

**Fig. 6.** Upper trapezius muscle in the superficial layer (left) and the deeper layers of the extensor muscles (right) (from: Schünke et al., 2005; with permission from the publisher)
Splenius capitis (Fig. 7) which will be investigated for comparison in the fourth study lies in the second layer. It is is active in extension, ipsilateral rotation and ipsilateral side bending, while some authors consider extension a secondary function \(^{126}\). Together with the other superficial extensors it is believed to be predominantly a prime mover due to large moment arms and attachments to the skull and trunk \(^{100}\). The more lateral lying levator scapulae in addition to its function on the scapula, extends, sidebends and rotates the cervical spine to the same side and might have a compressive action on the cervical spine \(^{99,126}\).

The third layer comprises the semispinalis capitis which extends sidebends and rotates the head to the opposite side, and in bilateral contraction it extends. Some authors consider it as part of the transversospinalis muscle system \(^{128}\).

---

**Fig. 7.** Semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscle in the context of the other posterior spinal muscles (from Tillmann, 2005; with permission from the publisher)
The fourth layer consists of the deep cervical extensors multifidus, rotatores and semispinalis cervicis (Fig. 8)\textsuperscript{129, 130}. The rotatores are small and short muscles lying close to the vertebral arch and spinous process, medial to the multifidus. They rotate the vertebra to the opposite side. Multifidus is the deepest muscle close to the spine and has small moment arms\textsuperscript{131}. Contrary to this muscle in the lumbar and thoracic region, the cervical multifidus originates directly from the capsules of the zygapophyseal joints which might explain its role in neck pain and injury\textsuperscript{111}. The semispinalis cervicis which will be explored in all four studies of the thesis, forms together with the multifidus and rotatores the transversospinalis muscle which mainly extends the neck and participates in ipsilateral sidebending and contralateral rotation\textsuperscript{99, 131}.

**Fig. 8.** Semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscle together with the other deep cervical extensors (from Tillmann, 2005; with permission from the publisher)
A topographical classification of the neck extensors respecting their function has also been proposed (Fig. 9) \(^{42}\). The extensors were divided into three muscle groups spanning

- the craniocervical region: suboccipital group
- the typical cervical region: semispinalis cervicis and multifidus with rotatores cervicis
- both regions: splenius capitis and cervicis, semispinalis capitis, and longissimus capitis (lying lateral)

**Fig. 9.** Classification of the neck extensors adapted from Jull et al. 2008
1.9.1 Semispinalis cervicis

The fibres of semispinalis cervicis (Fig. 10) have their origin at the transvers processes T1 to T5 or T6 and their insertion at the spinous processes of C2 to C5 \textsuperscript{130} respectively to C7 \textsuperscript{128, 132, 133} (Fig. 11). Their innervation comes from the medial branches of dorsal rami of the spinal nerves C3 to T6.

![Semispinalis cervicis muscle](image)

**Fig. 10.** Semispinalis cervicis muscle (from Schünke et al., 2005; with permission from the publisher)
A unilateral contraction of semispinalis cervicis produces extension with ipsilateral sidebending and contralateral rotation of the head while a bilateral contraction results in extension. Muscles with small moment arms and attachments to adjacent vertebrae are considered important stabilizers of the spine \(^{134}\). For the cervical extensors this applies to semispinalis cervicis together with the multifidus and semispinalis capitis muscles \(^{100}, 126\). The anatomy of semispinalis cervicis is similar to the one of multifidus \(^{99}, 131\) which contains a high proportion (~70%) of slow twitch fibres \(^{135}\). The fibre composition of semispinalis cervicis is likely to be similar although no histological data on semispinalis cervicis has been reported.

**Fig. 11a.** Schematic course of semi-spinalis cervicis muscle fascicles: dorsal view (based on Schünke 2000)

**Fig. 11b.** Schematic course of semi-spinalis cervicis muscle fascicles: lateral view (based on Schünke 2000)
In concert with the deep flexors longus capitis and longus colli, the semispinalis cervicis and multifidus form a muscular sleeve enclosing and stabilizing the cervical spine. This is believed to prevent overloading of spinal structures with the risk of injury and pain. MRI and a model based analysis have found semispinalis cervicis, splenius capitis, and semispinalis capitis to be the most effective extensors. The semispinalis cervicis was the first muscle to be activated during a static contraction into extension, followed by multifidus and semispinalis capitis and, finally, the trapezius, as measured with tissue velocity ultrasound imaging. The multifidus was shown to be activated at level C4-C5 during right and left rotation probably to neutralize the flexion torque of prime rotators like sternocleidomastoid muscle.

In the thesis the semispinalis cervicis was selected for investigation of the deep cervical extensors because wire insertion was facilitated for several reasons:
1. The semispinalis cervicis is the first deep extensor muscle reached by a needle coming from the dorsal side of the neck. The risk of touching the dura mater with the insertion needle is consequently lower for the semispinalis cervicis than the multifidus.
2. The semispinalis cervicis muscle showed less fatty infiltration than multifidus in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury compared to controls. The risk of placing the tip of the wire into non-contractile tissue was consequently lower for semispinalis cervicis than for multifidus.
3. The CSA of the semispinalis cervicis is larger than the one of multifidus and has a quite homogeneous distribution across spinal levels while most other extensor muscles including multifidus increased their CSA from the rostral to caudal direction in healthy women.

In study 4 the activation of the deep semispinalis cervicis was compared to the splenius capitis (Fig. 12). This superficial extensor muscle was chosen because it has a larger CSA than the upper trapezius and it acts on the head, while the upper trapezius acts more on the shoulder girdle. These advantages prevail the slightly variable directional specificity of splenius capitis. Splenius capitis originates from the lower half of ligamentum nuchae and the spinous processes of C7 to T4. It attaches at the dorsal border of mastoid process and the lateral half or one-third of superior nuchal line below the sternocleidomastoid. Lateral branches of the dorsal rami of the middle cervical nerves innervate this muscle. Its unilateral contraction results in rotation and sidebending of the head and neck to the same side while a bilateral contraction provides extension.
In summary, the deep cervical extensors with semispinalis cervicis are important for stabilization and movement control of the cervical spine. The neural control of this muscle and the influence on neck pain on this control are the focus of this thesis.
Chapter 2.

Electromyographic assessment of the neural drive to muscle

Innovative non-invasive technology offers new possibilities for the analysis of muscle activation. The timing of muscle contraction for example can be examined with tissue velocity ultrasound imaging and the muscle recruitment post exercise can be evaluated with muscle functional magnetic resonance imaging. However, electromyography (EMG) still represents the best direct tool for analysis of muscle activation and was therefore selected as the main methodology in this thesis. The basic neurophysiology of muscle activation and EMG based outcomes of the studies will be explained in this chapter.

2.1 NEURAL DRIVE TO MOTOR UNITS

A motor unit (MU) is formed by one spinal motoneuron and all muscle fibres it innervates. When a sufficiently high level of excitatory synaptic input is received by the motoneuron, it generates an action potential that causes its muscle fibres to contract. Higher synaptic input to one motoneuron results in an increase in the rate by which it generates action potentials, a phenomenon called rate coding or frequency coding. Higher synaptic input to the whole population of motoneurons results in activation of more motor units which is called recruitment. This summation in time (rate coding) and space (recruitment) of motor unit activation leads to muscle contractions for stabilization or movement of joints. Muscle activation thus depends on the neural drive to the spinal motoneurons.

The motor cortex with its volitional control in collaboration with subcortical structures like basal ganglia sends its signals to the spinal motoneurons predominantly via monosynaptic projections but also via spinal interneurons organized in a premotoneural network (Fig. 13.).
For example, the alpha-motoneurons of the first and second dorsal interosseous muscle of the hand and the abductor digiti minimi receive synaptic input directly from the motor cortex. In addition to this input from the brain, motoneurons also receive inhibitory and excitatory input from spinal interneurons and peripheral afferent feedback. Afferents influencing the motoneurons of the cervical muscles, for example, come from the sense organs (exteroception) reflecting the orientation of the head and from the whole body (proprioception) reflecting the body’s posture. This is illustrated for example by the change in activity of the cervical erector spinae and the deep cervical flexor muscles in different sitting positions.

Muscle activity can be studied at several levels, including the level of mechanical output (force, movement) and the myoelectrical activity using EMG. Furthermore, from intramuscular EMG (iEMG) recordings the activity of single motor units can be identified. This provides the most direct measure of the neural drive to the muscle and is used to study for example the effects of disease (of muscle or neuron), fatigue and aging. In addition, the analysis of the neural drive to muscles allows the construction of conceptual models of motor unit control strategies. This was applied in study 1 of this thesis.

2.2 ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

Electromyography (EMG) is the recording of action potentials (AP) of muscle fibres that are firing individually or in groups near the electrode. The electrode can be inserted into the muscle via a needle (needle EMG or iEMG) or pasted on the skin (surface EMG = sEMG). In non-pathologic conditions the AP of the muscle fibres is a response to the AP of its innervating motoneuron. The resting muscle normally shows no APs, i.e. no EMG activity. The variable space between the active neuron and the receptive electrode allows several factors to influence the recorded electrical signal like the conductibility of the tissue between the muscle fibre and the electrode, the distribution of the motor unit territories, and the recruitment of new motor units over time as a consequence of fatigue.
addition, the distance between the electrode and the AP of the muscle fibre as well as the muscle fibre size determine the amplitude of the AP. The higher this distance for example the lower the amplitude and the rate of rise of the positive-negative inflection of the externally recorded AP. Further, the bigger the muscle fibre the higher the AP amplitude. The amplitude of interference EMG therefore does not reflect directly the strength of a muscle. Size and shape of the potential normally remain constant over the firing time, but changes can occur.

The interference pattern of EMG describes the superposition of action potentials from different motor units. The amplitude of a spike in the EMG interference pattern might consequently be composed by superposition of several single action potentials. Increasing the number of activated motor units and their firing rate (spatial and temporal recruitment) however will not only increase the amplitude of the EMG interference pattern, but also the contraction strength of the muscle. The interference pattern is not suited for the analysis of individual MUAP although specific methods like the Convolution Kernel Compensation method allow identification of the discharge pattern of single motor units from high-density sEMG. Investigation of single action potentials is generally done by iEMG. Under normal circumstances, single muscle fibre action potentials (MFAPs) are too small to be detected, but all the muscle fibres of a motor unit discharge in near synchrony, so that their sum results in a single action potential, the motor unit action potential (MUAP). A MUAP therefore is the summation of the MFAPs of the fibres being near the recording electrode (primarily those within 0.5 mm) and consequently not of all fibres belonging to one motor unit. Individual MUAPs can be best observed when a muscle contracts minimally. At higher efforts more MUs are activated and interfere with each other.

2.2.1 Analysis of single MUAPs

Stimulation of a single neuron produces an action potential which reflects the change in the electric membrane potential. A sequence of APs generated by a neuron forms a so-called spike-train, called for the motoneuron the motor unit action potential train (MUAPT). These spike trains are the basis for neural coding and information transfer in the nervous system. Spike trains can form different patterns like rhythmic spiking and bursting, and are often considered an oscillatory activity. Different types of information about the neural drive to the muscle can be derived from the spike trains. It must be remembered however, that the EMG wire detects only a few action potentials which are not necessarily representative for all fibres in the motor unit and not for all motor units in the muscle. The parameters deduced from the spike trains in this thesis are explained in the following.

2.2.2 Discharge rate

The discharge or firing rate of motor units is defined as the number of neuronal signals (action potentials) generated per second from a neuron and expressed in
frequency measured in Hertz (Hz) or pulses per second (pps). MUAPs of normal voluntary activity show a semi-rhythmic pattern and a relatively constant frequency. The initial firing rate of a motor unit, i.e. the frequency of firing when a motor unit starts to be recruited (= begins to discharge) is usually between 5 to 8 pps. During mild contractions in normal limb muscles the discharge rate is usually between 7-10 Hz and goes up to 16 Hz for motor units in cranial muscles. As the magnitude of the synaptic input to the motoneuron increases, the firing rate of individual motor units increases up to 20 – 40 Hz. The maximum discharge rate of motor units is in average about 20 – 30 Hz for sustained efforts at 80-100% of maximum activation of the muscle while motor units in brief high-level contractions can achieve 65-100 Hz.

The characteristics of the discharge rate of a motor unit can be studied by generating histograms of the times between each action potential, the so-called interspike intervals (ISI). The result is an interspike-interval histogram (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Schematic interspike interval histogram

The variability of the discharge rate during sustained contractions can be measured by the variability of ISI. It is computed by dividing the standard deviation of ISI through the mean of ISI (ISI variability = ratio (%) between SD and mean of ISI). This coefficient of variation of ISI is a measure of relative discharge rate variability and has an effect on the force fluctuations during steady contractions. The coefficient of variation of ISI is reflected in the width of the peak in the ISI-histogram in the sense that a narrow peak represents a small variability and vice versa.
2.2.3 Recruitment of motor units

Motor units are recruited according to Henneman’s size principle\textsuperscript{166, 167}. First small units with a low recruitment threshold are activated. They innervate slow-twitch muscle fibres which provide low force but high endurance. At higher levels of synaptic input to the motor units larger units are recruited. They innervate fast-twitch muscle fibres which develop higher force but exhibit less endurance\textsuperscript{162}.

The level of force generated by the muscle, at which a motor unit starts to be recruited is referred to as its recruitment threshold (Fig. 15). This point can be expressed in Newton or in \% of the maximal voluntary contraction (= MVC)\textsuperscript{168}.

![Fig. 15. Schematic representation of two motor units with their respective recruitment thresholds (Rec. thr.).](image)

2.2.4 Analysis of motor unit population input

Numerous motor units fire consistently during sustained force contractions\textsuperscript{169}. Normally motor units fire randomly in order to produce a smooth motor output which is supported by the filtering performed by the compliant and viscous muscle components\textsuperscript{169}. Common input to a motor neuron pool is reflected in the discharge pattern as an increased tendency for synchronized firing of the motoneurons\textsuperscript{169, 170}. Motor unit synchronization consequently is the tendency of two motor units to fire dependently from each other more often than it would happen by chance\textsuperscript{169, 171}.

The degree of motor unit synchronization during sustained contractions can be analyzed with cross-correlation histograms of single motor unit spike trains\textsuperscript{157, 159, 170}. It measures the similarity of two waveforms as a function of a time-lag applied.
to one of them. When two spike trains are independent from each other, the cross-correlation histogram between those spikes trains will be flat, that is the cross-correlation function is a constant. When the cross-correlation is not flat, some functional correlation can be assumed between the analysed two motor units.

The cross-correlation analysis estimates the strength of the common input to two motor neurons. This synchronization can be quantified by the Common Input Strength index (CIS) which denotes the number of synchronous discharges in excess of chance per second. In the cross-correlation histogram the sharp peak has often a width of less than ±6 ms which denotes short-term synchronization. Short-term synchronization indicates an input to the motor units through branches from a single presynaptic neuron. In the relatively rare broad-peak synchronization the amplitude peaks are lower, with similar width and centred at latencies ranging from 8 to 76 ms. Broad-peak synchronization indicates an input to the motor units from interneurons that are themselves activated by single presynaptic neurons (Fig. 16). The functional role of motor unit synchronization is not fully known but has been suggested to be to increase the strength or to promote skilled muscle synergies.
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**Fig. 16.** Neurological pathways for short-term and broad-peak synchronization (adapted from Semmler 2002)

The tendency for MUs to display similar slow modulations of their discharge rates (common fluctuations/oscillations in the mean firing rate) is referred to as
the common drive. Similarly to motor unit synchronization it relies on the cross correlation function, but instead of using the motor unit spike trains, smoothed discharge rates are used. The oscillations characterized by the common drive have been suggested to be a reflection of the conscious, compensatory changes in the descending cortical drive to the muscles, when for example maintaining a constant isometric force.

Synchronization was evaluated for pairs of units within the individual recording site and for pairs across recording sites. The quality of estimate of the strength of motor unit synchronization from motor units recorded in one single site strongly depends on the accuracy of the decomposition program. The applied decomposition software has been shown to be highly accurate, so that estimates of synchronization from a single electrode site are appropriate (Dideriksen et al. 2009), as recently discussed. The degree of motor unit synchronization was estimated by generating cross-histograms (±50 ms relative to the reference motor unit discharge; bin width: 1 ms) of all combinations of motor unit pairs. Cross-histograms with an average bin-count of less than 4 were excluded from the analysis. The width of the synchronous peak in the cross-histogram was identified using the cumulative sum. Synchronization was quantified by the Common Input Strength (CIS) index, which denotes the number of synchronous discharges in excess of chance per second. A significant synchronous peak in the cumulative sum function was defined as an increase of at least three standard deviations above the mean of the first 30 bins.

While the cross-correlation analysis estimates the temporal similarity of the output of two motor neurons, coherence analysis describes the frequencies of common input to two motor units by describing the similarity of two motor unit spike trains across the spectral frequencies of the signal (Fig. 17).

![Coherence Analysis](Schematic values)

Fig. 17. Schematic representation of a coherence analysis
Therefore, coherence analysis provides additional information about the synaptic inputs responsible for motor unit synchronization that cannot be obtained solely from cross-correlation analysis \(^{176}\). Coherence between motor unit pairs implies some common periodicity of presynaptic input \(^{171}\). For example, a significant coherence at frequencies of 1–12 Hz and 16–32 Hz during voluntary isometric abduction of the index finger has been observed \(^{171}\). Frequencies between 16 and 32 Hz belong to the so-called Beta-band which in EEG analysis is believed to be of high functional significance in the generation of voluntary movement \(^{177}\) meaning that a significant coherence between two spike trains indicates a functional relevant common descending input to the two motor neurons. The coherence was estimated as the ratio of the squared magnitude of the cross-spectra of two spike trains and the product of their autospectra \(^{178}\). The peak value of coherence in the band 16-32 Hz was used to quantify the strength of common input in the beta band.

2.3 AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

The general aim of this thesis is to investigate the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Four experiments were conducted to investigate the neural control of this muscle and potential changes in control in patients with neck pain. Further a final study was undertaken to assess whether selective exercise could be used to accentuate the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle (Fig. 18). The specific aims of each study are described in the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Is there an independent neural drive to different fascicles of semispinalis cervicis?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Is the activity of semispinalis cervicis lower in patients with neck pain compared to asymptomatic individuals at level C3?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>Is the activity of semispinalis cervicis related to pressure pain sensitivity at levels C2 and C5?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>Can the deep semispinalis cervicis be activated relative to the superficial splenius capitis in patients with neck pain?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 18. Outline of the thesis
Study 1: Recruitment of motor units in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle

The semispinalis cervicis is built up of different fascicles spanning over different spinal segments. This raises the question whether the innervation of the fascicles is influenced by the mechanical requirements which are different in the middle and lower cervical spine. The behaviour of single motor units of semispinalis cervicis at two spinal levels was consequently investigated in healthy subjects. It was hypothesized that there is an independent neural drive to different fascicles of the muscle according to their mechanical needs and advantages.

Study 2: Chronic trauma-induced neck pain impairs the neural control of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle

The directional specificity and mean activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle was assessed in patients with neck pain and healthy controls as they performed multidirectional isometric contractions of their neck muscles. It was hypothesized that activity and directional specificity were less in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls.

Study 3: Localized pain sensitivity is associated with reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain

Various factors including sensitization of the nervous system might influence muscle activity and partially explain the variability in activation of the semispinalis cervicis in patients with neck pain. Pain sensitivity can be assessed by the pressure pain threshold. In this study PPT were measured over the zygapophyseal joints at the levels C2 and C5. EMG amplitude and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis were measured at the same spinal levels. It was hypothesized that the pressure pain thresholds were lower in patients and positively related to the EMG activity and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis at both spinal levels.

Study 4: Localised resistance selectively activates the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain

In studies 2 and 3 it was shown that the activation of the semispinalis cervicis is lower in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls. This study investigated whether an exercise with manual resistance applied to the neck or head could be used to selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis muscle relative to the more superficial extensor, the splenius capitis in patients with neck pain. It was hypothesized that a manual resistance at the vertebral arch would increase the activation of semispinalis cervicis compared to general resistance at the head.
Chapter 3.

Methodology

The methods of the four studies of this thesis are described in the following. Appendix 1 provides a brief overview.

3.1 SUBJECTS

Women suffer from neck pain more frequently than men and were investigated in this thesis. The pathophysiological mechanisms of musculoskeletal disturbances in chronic neck pain syndromes are independent of the aetiology. Some studies report no difference between patients with chronic neck pain of insidious onset or whiplash associated disorders regarding range of motion, peak velocity, smoothness of movement, and head repositioning acuity. Changes in motor control strategies following neck pain of insidious or traumatic onset are not necessarily related to a history of neck trauma or current pain intensity, but more likely due to the long duration of pain. Therefore, the results of this thesis which are mainly related to neck pain of traumatic origin are probably transferable to patients with non-traumatic neck pain.

Patients were recruited from a pain clinic and through advertisement in newspapers. Control subjects were recruited via advertising at Aalborg University. The inclusion criteria for the patients were age between 18 and 45 years, duration of pain over 3 months and a pain intensity of equal or more than 2.5 on a visual analogue scale. The healthy subjects of the same range of age had not to have any neck pain and no history of neck surgery or neurological disorders. Exclusion criteria for all participants were any complaints of neurological signs and/or a history of cervical spine surgery. Due to the invasive nature of the experiments the number of participants was limited for ethical reasons. Fifteen healthy volunteers were recruited in study 1 (7 women), 20 women in study 2 (10 patients), 19 women in study 3 (10 patients) and 10 female patients in study 4. Patients of study 4 were the same as in study 2 as both studies were performed simultaneously. Five patients of study 2 also volunteered for study 3 and were accepted due to recruitment difficulties. All participants had to be able to accomplish the test movements. Furthermore, each participant had to be able to understand the oral and written information on the experiment and to sign the informed consent form.
3.2 ULTRASOUND GUIDED INTRAMUSCULAR EMG (STUDIES 1-4)

Needle insertion into the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscles in this project followed standard procedures for iEMG \(^{155}\). Wire electrodes made of Teflon-coated stainless steel (diameter: 0.1 mm; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) were inserted via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. In this thesis ultrasonography was used to guide needle insertion for exact wire placement according to the literature \(^{67, 180, 181}\). Guidance of needle insertion by ultrasonography is an alternative to computerized tomography, which is costly and associated with ionization of the patient \(^{99}\). The gold standard for visualization of the cervical muscles is MRI which however is much more expensive than ultrasonography and does not allow guidance of needle insertion \(^{115, 182, 183}\). Ultrasonography applies ultrasound waves on the body and builds from its reflexions an image \(^{184}\). The fascia layers separating the extensor muscles produce an echo, i.e. they are echogenic. They reflect the ultrasound wave more than muscles and appear whiter than muscles in the ultrasound image (Fig. 19) \(^{125, 184}\).

![Ultrasound image of cervical region](image)

**Fig. 19.** Ultrasonography cross-section of the right side of a 22 year old healthy female at level C5 without squeezing the tissues.
Ultrasonography is a valid and reliable method for measuring muscle thickness and CSA of the deep cervical extensors \textsuperscript{115} and other neck muscles – for review see Javanshir \textsuperscript{183}. CSA measurement of the deep flexor longus colli however is questionable \textsuperscript{185}. It is important to apply a constant pressure to the transducer because a strong pressure can flatten for example the human deltoid muscle up to 50\% (Fig. 20) \textsuperscript{186}. Identification of the insertion needle is difficult on a static image, but becomes easier while moving the needle.

According to guidelines elaborated on CT scans of the neck and on human cadavers the puncture point for semispinalis cervicis lies 1.5 cm lateral to the median line and the puncture angle is 90° to the frontal plane \textsuperscript{187, 188}. For splenius capitis a puncture point close to the previous one and an oblique puncture angle of approximately 45° analogous to the one for semispinalis capitis \textsuperscript{187} were chosen because no guidelines could be found for this muscle. After approximate insertion of the carrier needle the correct position was guided by ultrasonography.

The fascia between the three deep neck extensors semispinalis cervicis, multifidus and rotatores is often difficult to distinguish with ultrasonography \textsuperscript{115, 125}. The fascia however between the semispinalis capitis and semispinalis cervicis contains blood vessels \textsuperscript{187} and is always clearly visible. The biggest vessel is the deep cervical artery (arteria cervicalis profunda) which supplies the deep cervical

![Diagram of ultrasonography cross-section](image-url)
extensor muscles (Fig. 21). Visualization of this artery with Doppler sonography during the ultrasound scanning helped for identification of semispinalis cervicis muscle which lies ventrally to the fascia that contains the artery.

Fig. 21. Arteria cervicalis profunda
(from Thiel 2003; with permission from the publisher)
The deep cervical artery arises generally from the costocervical trunk and runs up in the fascia between the semispinalis capitis and semispinalis cervicis at the levels C7 to C2 (Fig. 22-23).
In order not to puncture the deep cervical artery it was visualized with Doppler sonography during the ultrasound scanning (Fig. 24). Insertion of the carrier needle was performed medial to the artery with a distance of more than 1 cm. The risk of hitting the blood vessels causing a painful haematoma was regarded as very unlikely in a cadaver study. 187, 188.

Fig. 24. Horizontal section at level C5 in a 23 year old healthy male with the arteria cervicalis profunda (= dot with arrow) and the needle in the semispinalis cervicis muscle.

The most cranial insertion of semispinalis cervicis is at the spinous process of C2 132 where the deep extensors can be surrounded by fat tissue (Fig. 25). Identification of semispinalis cervicis at this level consequently is difficult 108, 191. The spinous process level used in the current project however is slightly below the vertebral body level used in the MRI studies cited above. In case semispinalis cervicis was not clearly detectable at level C2, the ultrasound transducer was moved caudally until the muscle was clearly visible and wire insertion was made at this point.

In order to detect action potentials of individual motor units in the first study, the end of the wire was cut to expose only the cross section. For obtaining interference EMG in the other experiments, the insulation was removed from the end of the wire for approximately 3-4 mm.
Wires were inserted on the the side of greatest pain for the patients since in the lumbar spine the atrophy of multifidus muscle was confined predominantly to one level in the symptomatic segment on the side ipsilateral to the symptoms (92, 193). It was hypothesized that it might be similar in the cervical spine although no corresponding studies were found. Healthy subjects were measured on the right side since the CSA of the multifidus, semispinalis cervicis and semispinalis capitis muscles was greater on the right side in healthy women (199). The levels of C2, C3 and C5 were selected as the sites for needle insertion (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25. MRI horizontal sections of the neck in a 45 year old healthy man with the muscles at spinal levels C2, C3, and C5 investigated in this thesis.

Using medial branch blocks of the zygapophyseal joints the levels C2-C3 and C5-C6 have shown to be the most frequently painful segments below C2 in patients with neck pain (47, 48, 194). Also in a clinical examination C2-3 was the most
symptomatic segment in a group of patients with chronic neck pain. One reason for frequent pain in the lower cervical spine segments might be that the physiological limits of extension are often exceeded at these levels during whiplash trauma causing facet joint injuries most frequently in C5-C6 and C6-C7 segments. Furthermore, structural changes such as lower cross-sectional area (CSA) of semispinalis cervicis were found in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury compared to healthy controls at the vertebral levels C3, C5 and C6 but not at levels C4 and C7, which might reflect segment specific muscle wasting. For these reasons, levels C2, C3, and C5 were selected for investigation.

3.3 FORCE (STUDIES 1-3)

Maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) of the neck extensors were performed in a multidirectional neck force device (Fig. 26) (Aalborg University, Denmark).

![Figure 26](image-url)

**Fig. 26.** Device for the measurement of multidirectional neck force (from Falla et al., 2010; with permission from the publisher)

The force device is equipped with force transducers (strain gauges) to measure force in the sagittal and coronal planes. The electrical signals from the strain gauges were amplified (OT Bioelettronica, Torino, Italy) and their output was displayed on an oscilloscope as visual feedback to the subject. Following a period of familiarization with the measuring device and a period to practice the desired contractions, subjects performed neck extensions at maximum force separated by 1 min of rest. Verbal encouragement was provided to the subject. The highest value of force recorded over repeated efforts of the maximum contractions of 5 s each
was selected as the maximal force. Three MVCs were tested in the healthy subjects of study 1 without the inserted EMG wires because EMG signals were not normalized. In study 2 subjects were asked for only 2 MVCs as the variability of repeated MVC measurements was seen not to be high and in order to avoid unnecessary pain provocation in the participating patients. In this study MVC was tested with the inserted wires in order to allow normalization of the subsequently recorded EMG signals. In study 3 and 4 no MVC was tested as the absolute data have been used. In order to be able to compare the EMG amplitude at a percentage of MVC between subjects in the second experiment of study 1, the ARV computed at these force levels was normalized with respect to the ARV obtained during the MVC, that is the submaximal effort value was divided by the maximal effort value (for example 30% MVC divided by 100% MVC) and this ratio was compared between patients and controls.

3.4 PRESSURE PAIN THRESHOLD (PPT) (STUDY 3)

The point at which a person starts to feel pressure as painful is called the pressure pain threshold\(^{195}\) and is measured with an algometer. This is a pressure-sensitive strain gauge situated at the end of a bar which is connected to an amplifier indicating the pressure in kPa\(^{195}\). In this project, an electronic algometer, with a probe surface of 1 cm\(^2\) and a slope of 30 kPa/s was used (Algometer type II, SBMEDIC Electronics, 170 63 Solna, Sweden). PPT measurements are both reliable\(^ {196} \) and valid\(^ {197} \) for different regions of the spine\(^ {198, 199} \). In healthy subjects the repeatability of PPT measurements is high, but also the inter-individual variation is high\(^ {195} \). In study 3 PPT was measured at the same side and level of the wire insertion at the point of the zygapophysial joints. The mean of three consecutive measurements was taken for analysis after having discarded the first measure because this is reported to be higher than the following ones\(^ {200} \). PPT at a reference point away from the painful cervical spine area like for example the tibialis anterior muscle has a predictive value in combination with sex and pain intensity in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury\(^ {201} \). A lower PPT at a point distant from the painful area is a clinical sign for widespread sensory hypersensitivity\(^ {202} \). As no effect of an intervention on PPT was measured in study 3 and because general sensitization of the pain modulating system was present due to the chronicity of the patients’ neck pain we abstained from assessing a reference point in order not to confound the main outcomes of the study by too many measurements with pain provocation.

3.5 VAS AND NDI (STUDIES 1-4)

In addition to the described EMG parameters, force and the PPT, the patients described their pain intensity on a visual analogue scale and their disability regarding different aspects of daily functioning completing the neck disability index.
3.5.1 Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)

The visual analogue scale (VAS) is usually a 10 cm long line with at the endpoints “no intensity/pain” and “worst possible/imaginable intensity/pain”. There is no gold standard for the measurement of pain because it is a subjective variable and not an objective one. The validity of the VAS therefore has been assessed by its correlation with other assessment tools like questionnaires and was found to be good. Reliability of the VAS is also difficult to assess because pain can change from one moment to another and consequently its measurement. The variability of successive assessments with the VAS can be up to 20%. It is therefore recommended to use the mean of several measures over time to obtain reliable values. For statistical analysis the VAS is considered a rational scale and parametrical tests like t-test and ANOVA are appropriate. The VAS is more and more used in physiotherapy. For a detailed review see Schomacher. In conclusion, the VAS is a valid and reliable assessment tool for pain. The patients’ pain intensity on the VAS was (mean ± SD) in study 2: 5.8 ± 1.6, in study 3: 6.1 ± 2.0, and in study 4: 5.4 ± 1.9.

3.5.2 Neck Disability Index (NDI)

The Neck Disability Index (NDI) is a 50-point index with 10 items assessing different aspects of daily functioning in patients with neck pain, each item scored on a 0 to 5 point scale. The 10 items are divided into four groups regarding subjective symptoms (pain intensity, headache, concentration, sleeping), activities of daily living (lifting, work, driving, recreation), and discretionary activities of daily living (personal care, reading). The NDI was first published in 1991 by Vernon and Mior. It is considered a one-dimensional measure and can be interpreted as an interval scale. The sum of the scores can be doubled to give a percentage score out of 100 (0-20 normal, 21-40 mild disability, 41-60 moderate, 61-80 severe and 80+ complete/exaggerated). In this project the simple sum was used as proposed in the original.

Like for the VAS the NDI is an evaluation of subjective parameters and no gold standard exists. Validity therefore can only be checked by the correlation to other assessment tools like the short form 36 health survey questionnaire, and it was found to be good. The construct validity however was poor and the test-retest reliability was moderate, but due to the standardized questions the NDI is more appropriate for research than more individualized questionnaires like the Patient Specific Functional Scale. In summary, the NDI is a widely used tool with good validity and acceptable reliability and is recommended for research in neck pain. The Neck Disability Index was (mean ± SD) in study 2: 21.2 ± 5.7, in study 3: 19.6 ± 7.5, and in study 4: 20.1 ± 6.8.
3.6 GENERAL PROCEDURE

After reviewing the inclusion and exclusion criteria, subjects were positioned prone. The PPT was measured in study 3. In all studies the spinous processes C2 and C7 were palpated and the insertion point(s) marked on the skin. The ultrasound transducer was placed transversally in the midline over the level of insertion and moved laterally to image the extensor muscles. After clear identification of the target muscle the skin was disinfected and needle insertion started. The correct location of the needle was checked by ultrasonography (Fig. 27), and the needle removed immediately leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment.

![Fig. 27. Insertion of the carrier needle into semispinalis cervicis at level C3 guided by ultrasonography.](image)

Subjects were then seated with their head rigidly fixed in the device for the measurement of multidirectional neck force (Fig. 28).

![Fig. 28. The subject is sitting with the head fixed in the force device in front of the oscilloscope](image)
The torso was fixed with straps to the seat back, knees and hips positioned in 90° of flexion and the hands resting on the laps. The force device measures force in the sagittal and coronal planes. Visual feedback was provided on the display of a force amplifier for the MVCs and for the circle contractions on an oscilloscope placed in front of the subject. Following a period of familiarization with the measuring device and a period to practice the desired contractions, subjects performed the motor tasks depending on the experiment and consisted of: static extension with MVC, submaximal ramp contractions, and circular contractions 0-360° at 15 and 30N over 12 s each.

In study 4 the patients performed static extension against manual resistances at the occiput and at the vertebral arches of C2 and C5 (Fig. 29). Visual feedback was provided on the computer screen. At the end of the experiment the wires were removed.

![Fig. 29. Manual static resistances used in study 4 while the patient is pushing backwards against a resistance at A) the occiput, and the vertebral arch of B) C2 and C) C5.](image)

### 3.7 SIGNAL ANALYSIS

EMG signals were recorded in monopolar mode, i.e. the activation was measured between the different electrode in the muscle and two reference electrodes at the wrists representing the electrical zero-point. Monopolar electrodes record higher amplitude MUAPs which are slightly more complex, i.e. with more turns, than those registered with concentric electrodes. The decomposition of the signal at low level contraction was used to analyze the single motor unit behaviour. The interference pattern was used to assess the mean EMG activity and to construct
tuning curves for computing the directional specificity of the muscle’s contraction (see also 1.8.4 and 3.3.3).

The raw EMG data collected in study 1 were decomposed with a decomposition algorithm (EMGlab), i.e. broken down into a sequence of action potentials from a single motor unit, the so-called motor unit action potential train (MUAPT)\(^1\). The raw EMG signals were pre-processed with a high-pass filter (1000 or 500 Hz) which reduces the amplitude of low frequencies (= noise reduction)\(^2\). All MUAPs above a set threshold amplitude were detected by the software and checked manually. Superimposed waveforms were resolved subtracting matching MUAPs one by one from the superimposed waveform\(^3\). Motor units that were active for less than half of the duration of the contraction and motor units with repeated inactive periods of several seconds were discarded from the analysis.

The average discharge rate and the discharge rate variability (coefficient of variation for interspike interval) were calculated from the decomposed data. Furthermore, the motor unit synchronization in the time (cross-correlation histograms) and frequency domain (coherence analysis) were computed for motor unit pairs within and across the two recording sites. The recruitment threshold (expressed as % of MVC) of each motor unit was estimated as the force level at which the motor unit began to discharge steadily (i.e., with separation between discharges in the range 20-200 ms) during the ramp contractions.

The interference EMG signals recorded in all 4 studies were analyzed by estimating the EMG amplitude as the average rectified value (ARV) of the signal in non-overlapping intervals of 300 ms (Study 1) or 250 ms (Studies 2-4).

### 3.7.1 Directional specificity

During the circular contractions, the amplitude of the intramuscular EMG was estimated as the average rectified value (ARV) of the signal in non-overlapping intervals of 250 ms. The ARV of the EMG as a function of the angle of force direction will be referred to in the following as directional activation curves\(^4\). The directional activation curves represent the modulation in intensity of muscle activity with the direction of force exertion and represent a closed area when expressed in polar coordinates (Fig. 30). The line connecting the origin with the central point of this area defined a directional vector, whose length was expressed as a percent of the mean ARV during the entire task\(^5\). This normalized vector length represents the specificity of muscle activation: it is equal to zero if the muscle is active in the same way in all directions and, conversely, it corresponds to 100% if the muscle is active in exclusively one direction. In addition, the EMG amplitude was averaged across the entire circular contraction to provide an indicator of the overall muscle activity.
3.8 STATISTICS

Analyses were computed with StatSoft. Inc. (2004). Statistica (data analysis software system), version 7. (www.statsoft.com). Data were checked for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) were used to analyze differences between different variables. Significant differences revealed by ANOVA were followed by post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) pair-wise comparisons. Pearson’s correlation ($r^2$) was used in study 3 to look for an association between EMG activity (amplitude as well as directional specificity) of semispinalis cervicis and PPT at the spinal levels C2 and C5. Statistical significance was set at $P < 0.05$.

3.9 ETHICAL APPROVAL AND SIDE EFFECTS

Ethical approval for the studies was granted by the Regional Ethics Committee (N-20090039). All experiments were conducted respecting the declaration of Helsinki. In the studies of this thesis no infection and no incident was reported. No negative reactions were observed beside little skin bleeding for less than 1 min and slight soreness after needle insertion in a few subjects which quickly passed without any treatment and which is in line with the literature 67.
Chapter 4.

Results and discussions

Appendix 2 gives an overview of the results which are subsequently explained and discussed in detail.

4.1 STUDY 1

The first study investigated whether different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis receive different synaptic input at a given external extension force according to their mechanical advantage and whether motor units innervating fascicles with a higher force demand during isometric neck extension would be recruited earlier. Intramuscular EMG was acquired at spinal levels C2 and C5 in 15 healthy subjects. They performed three sustained contractions into extension at 5%, 10% and 20% MVC and three ramp contractions from 0% to 30% MVC over 3 s. Signals were decomposed into single motor unit action potential trains (MUAPTs).

In a second experiment the interference EMG was recorded in 8 healthy women during a ramp neck extension contraction from 0-50% MVC over 5 s. The MVC force for extension was 214.0 ± 45.0 N (mean ± SD) for the 7 healthy women and 259.1 ± 61.9 N for the 8 healthy men in the first experiment and 187.1 ± 46.1 N for the 8 healthy women in the second experiment.

4.1.1 Results

In the first experiment 98 motor units were identified across the three sustained contraction levels at C5 from 15 subjects, whereas only 18 motor units were detected in 5 of the 15 subjects at level C2. The analysis of the sustained contractions revealed a higher motor unit discharge rate at 20% MVC (C2: 13.25 ± 4.09 and C5: 13.80 ± 5.02) compared to 10% MVC (C2: 12.29 ± 1.91 and C5: 10.74 ± 4.03) and 5% MVC (C2: 11.3 ± 1.16 and C5: 9.41 ± 2.91) (P < 0.05) (Fig. 31). The discharge rate and the coefficient of variation of interspike intervals (ISI) were similar at levels C2 and C5 at all three force levels.

The short-term synchronization and the coherence analysis however were significantly higher within each spinal level than between both spinal levels indicating a different neural input to fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis at these levels for their independent control.
Fig. 31. The average discharge rate for all motor units identified at each contraction force for C2 (A) and C5 (B) respectively. The lines connect the discharge rates for those motor units that were identified at more than one force level. The bold lines represent the mean.

Significant peaks in the cross-histograms were found in 80% of the motor unit pairs ($n = 307$) when computed within the levels C2 and C5 (89.7% at C2 and 70.4% at C5, respectively). The level of synchronization of these motor unit pairs did not differ between levels ($P = 0.91$) (Fig. 32).

Fig. 32. Synchronization of motor unit pairs within each spinal level separately, and between both spinal levels. The level of synchronization was similar within spinal levels, but differed from the synchronization between both levels.
This indicates a common neural drive to the motor units within each spinal level. However, when computed between levels only 25% of the motor unit pairs (n = 110) presented significant peaks in the cross-histograms. Figure 33 shows representative data of one subject with absence of a clear peak in C for synchronization between C2 and C5 compared to the synchronization within levels C2 and C5 in A and B, respectively. Furthermore, the level of synchronization was significantly greater (P < 0.05) within levels (CIS = 0.48 ± 0.15 for C2; 0.47 ± 0.35 for C5), compared to pairs between levels (0.09 ± 0.07). This again indicates an independent neural drive to motor units at different spinal levels.

![Fig. 33](image)

**Fig. 33.** Representative data showing the cross-histograms and cumulative sum (CuSum) for motor unit pairs in a representative subject during a 10% MVC contraction. The motor unit pairs are detected from the level C2 (A; CIS: 0.63), the level C5 (B; CIS: 0.59), and between the two levels (C; CIS: 0.04). The vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the synchronous peaks as determined from the CuSum. (CIS = Common Input Strength index)

The coherence in the frequency band 16-32 Hz was greater for motor unit pairs from the same level (0.17 ± 0.13 and 0.19 ± 0.19, respectively) than for motor pairs from different levels (0.04 ± 0.02) (P < 0.05). Significant coherence was found in 90% of the cases for motor unit pairs from the same level, but only in 29% of the cases for motor unit pairs from different levels. This further supports an independent neural drive to motor units at different spinal levels.

The ramp contractions showed a lower recruitment threshold at C5 (6.9 ± 4.3 % MVC) compared to C2 (10.3 ± 6.0 % MVC). This again points to a different neural drive to both spinal levels.

In the second experiment the mean amplitude of the interference EMG during the 0-50 % MVC ramps was 555.5 ± 364.0 µV at level C2 and 869.24 ± 388.35 µV at level C5. The normalized EMG amplitude was measured from intervals of 300
ms centred at the time instants of the ramp contractions corresponding to forces in the range 5% - 40% MVC, with 5% MVC increments. It increased with increasing force and was significantly different between each force level; $P < 0.0001$. Additionally, it was significantly greater for C5 than for C2 ($P < 0.05$) further supporting the independent neural drive to both spinal levels.

### 4.1.2 Discussion

The main finding of the study is the difference in the strength of synaptic input delivered to different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle during constant-force extensions. This may be partly due to the different mechanical advantage of the muscle fibers in different fascicles.

The discharge rates of the studied motor units were similar to those observed in other muscles\(^{223-227}\). The coefficient of variation for the interspike interval was also within the physiological range previously observed in other muscles (e.g., first dorsal interosseous,\(^{224}\)).

The greater recruitment threshold for motor units at the C2 spinal level compared to C5 indicate that the net excitatory input to motoneurons innervating the fibers at C5 is greater than for C2 at a given force level. Furthermore, higher absolute interference EMG amplitude was detected at C5 compared to C2 during the ramped contraction from 0-50% MVC. Although it is difficult to make a comparison between global EMG amplitude and the number of detected motor units, which thus remain independent measures of muscle activity, both findings support an independent neural drive to fascicles of semispinalis cervicis at the two spinal levels.

A non-uniform activation of motor units within muscle regions as found in this study has also been observed in other human muscles, such as the extensor digitorum\(^{228}\), the flexor digitorum profundus\(^{229}\), the flexor digitorum superficialis\(^{230}\), the upper trapezius muscle\(^{226}\), and the external intercostal muscles\(^{231,232}\).

The analysis of the correlation between spike trains in the time and frequency domain indicated that the input to motoneurons innervating different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle is almost independent. The low degree of synchronization between pairs of motor units detected in the current study from two individual fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle indicates a different neural input to semispinalis cervicis at these levels for their independent control. This is further supported by the observation that the coherence in the 16-32 Hz band was highest for pairs of motor units from the same fascicle of the semispinalis cervicis muscle.

The earlier recruitment of motor units in the caudal with respect to the cranial spinal segments can be explained by different moments exerted by the fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Simple modeling allows a qualitative assessment of the distribution of forces for different fascicles. Fig. 34 shows a schematic model describing the mechanical action of the semispinalis cervicis fascicles during isometric extension of the head. In order to have equilibrium the external force has to be balanced by muscles and passive structures surrounding the cervical segments from C0 to C7.
For example, the external moment to be balanced around C5-6 is larger than the external moment around C2-3, due to the fact that the moment arm for the C5-6 segment (1) is larger than at C2-3 (2). So the fascicles spanning the joint C5-6 need to create a higher extension moment than the fascicles spanning C2-3. These conclusions are in agreement with the moment arms for extension of the different fascicles of multifidus which decrease from ~1.4 to ~0.9 and to ~0.3 cm from C6-7 to C5-6 and C4-5, respectively, for the superficial fascicles, and from ~0.7 to ~0.6 and ~0.4 cm for the deep fascicles.^1^1^.

The lower recruitment threshold and consequently higher motor unit activation at the spinal level C5 relative to C2 responds to the mechanical needs of the lower cervical spine and the mechanical advantages of semispinalis cervicis fascicles at this level. This highlights the importance of the muscle for movement control and stabilization of the cervical spine and raises the question whether reduced activation might be related to neck pain. The following study consequently investigated the activation of semispinalis cervicis in patients with chronic neck pain compared to healthy controls.
4.2 STUDY 2

In the second study the activity of semispinalis cervicis at the spinal level C3 was analysed in 10 women with chronic neck pain compared to 10 healthy women. Subjects performed two neck extension maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) separated by 1 min of rest followed by circle contractions in the horizontal plane at 15 and 30 N force with change in force direction in the range 0-360°.

4.2.1 Results

The maximum neck extension force was significantly lower in patients compared to controls (125.7 ± 55.2 N and 209.2 ± 56.9 N respectively; P < 0.01). Patients showed a significantly greater coefficient of variation of force compared to the control group during the circular contractions both at 15 and 30N (average; controls: 11.8 ± 1.7 %, patients: 14.8 ± 4.9 %; F = 4.9; P < 0.05) as illustrated by representative curves in Fig. 35.

![Fig. 35. Representative force traces obtained for a control subject and a patient performing a circular contraction at 15N in the counter-clockwise direction. In this example the coefficient of variation of force is 7.4 % and 17.5 % for the control and patient, respectively.](image)
During isometric circle contractions from 0° to 360° at 15N and 30N in the horizontal plane the mean EMG amplitude was lower in patients compared to controls for both the 15N and 30N contractions (F = 10.5; P < 0.01) (Fig. 36).

**Fig. 36.** Mean ± SE of the average rectified value of the intramuscular EMG of semispinalis cervicis muscle obtained during the circular contractions at both 15 and 30N of force for the patients with neck pain and control subjects. * = P < 0.001
The directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis is clearly seen in the representative directional activation curve of a control subject with the highest amplitude of activity towards ipsilateral posterolateral extension (Fig. 37). The representative activation curve of a patient however displayed more even activation levels of the semispinalis cervicis muscle for all directions.

Fig. 37. Representative directional activation curves for a control subject (A) and a patient (B) performing circular contractions at 15 N and 30 N of force.
In the patient group, the directional specificity was significantly lower for both the 15N and 30N circular contractions compared to the controls ($F = 4.7; P < 0.05$) (Fig. 38). Nevertheless, the average of directional specificity across groups was higher at 30N contractions compared to 15N contractions (average across groups: $23.0 \pm 9.8\%$ and $28.9 \pm 10.4\%$ for the 15N and 30N contractions respectively; $F = 5.2; P < 0.05$).

![Fig. 38](image.png)

**Fig. 38.** Mean ± SE of the directional specificity in the intramuscular EMG of the semispinalis cervicis muscle obtained during the circular contractions at both 15 and 30 N of force for the patients with neck pain and control subjects. * = P < 0.05

### 4.2.2 Discussion

The results showed that, contrary to asymptomatic individuals, the semispinalis cervicis muscle has reduced and less defined activity during a multidirectional isometric contraction in patients with chronic neck pain. Reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis may impact on support of the cervical spine which could be relevant for the maintenance and perpetuation of neck pain.

For the control subjects the activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle was tuned selectively for the direction of force, i.e. the muscle was active predominately in extension with a small ipsilateral component. Patients with neck pain however showed reduced specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity as has also been observed for the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis muscles in patients with chronic neck pain \footnote{73}, \footnote{92}. This loss of directional specificity is interpreted as an attempt to stiffen the cervical spine similar to co-activation of cervical muscles \footnote{103}, \footnote{233}, \footnote{234}. However reduced specificity of both the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis was associated with an overall increase in activity in patients with neck pain \footnote{73}, \footnote{92}. The opposite was observed for the semispinalis cervicis muscle in this study. This finding is in accordance with
observations from the deep cervical flexor muscles, the longus colli and longus capitis, which also show reduced activity in patients with chronic neck pain of idiopathic and traumatic origin

A recent study has found lower activity of semispinalis cervicis and multifidus in patients with mechanical neck pain at levels C5-6 and C7-T1, but not at level C2-C3 during cervical extension with the head in neutral position. In a similar study pain was experimentally induced in healthy subjects injecting hypertonic saline into the upper trapezius muscle which results in lower activation of multifidus and semispinalis cervicis at C7-T1 but not at C2-3 level. Interestingly, splenius capitis showed reduced activation on the side of pain at the level C7-T1 which was close to the injection but higher activation on the opposite side at level C2-3. However, in these studies measurements were made with mfMRI and the exercise was made in prone lying which can be assumed to stimulate the extensor muscles in a different way than the exercise in sitting position used in the current study.

The lower activity of semispinalis cervicis identified at C3 raises the question whether it is a local or a generalized phenomenon. Central and peripheral sensitisation of the nervous system might influence EMG activity and can partially be assessed by pressure pain sensitivity. The relationship between pressure pain sensitivity and level of activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle was therefore addressed in study 3.
4.3 STUDY 3

In this study 10 female patients with chronic neck pain and 10 matched healthy women were investigated. The PPT was recorded over the zygapophyseal joints C2 and C5. At these levels EMG activity and the directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis were measured during horizontal circle contractions from 0° to 360° at 15N and 30N.

4.3.1 Results

The PPT was significantly lower in patients at both levels (C2: 71.4 ± 34.5 kPa; C5: 83.1 ± 38.7 kPa) compared to controls (C2: 128.0 ± 43.4 kPa; C5: 169.9 ± 57.4 kPa; P < 0.01; Fig. 39). Across both groups the PPT were lower at C2 compared to C5 (P < 0.001).

![Graph showing pain pressure thresholds](image)

**Fig. 39.** Pressure pain thresholds of patients and controls at spinal levels C2 and C5. * = P < 0.05
The EMG amplitude and directional specificity were lower in patients compared to controls without any difference between the spinal levels and force levels (Table 1).

**Table 1.** Mean and standard deviation of the mean EMG activity (µV) and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis during the horizontal circle contractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean EMG activity (µV) ± SD</th>
<th>Directional specificity ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15N</td>
<td>30N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C2</strong> Controls</td>
<td>155.34 ± 70.28</td>
<td>180.05 ± 85.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>121.07 ± 62.07</td>
<td>110.61 ± 39.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C5</strong> Controls</td>
<td>162.03 ± 52.01</td>
<td>195.22 ± 64.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>136.95 ± 53.09</td>
<td>143.04 ± 63.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EMG activity of semispinalis cervicis averaged across the circular contractions was significantly lower in patients compared to controls for both contractions at 15N and 30N (F = 9.7; P < 0.01) (Fig. 40). No difference was observed between spinal and force levels (P > 0.05).

**Fig. 40.** Mean ± SE of the mean EMG activity (average rectified value = ARV) of the semispinalis cervicis muscle of healthy controls and patients performing a circular contraction in the horizontal plane at 15N and 30N with change in force direction in the range 0-360°. * = P < 0.05
Figure 41 shows representative directional activation curves of semispinalis cervicis recorded at both C2 and C5 during a circular contraction performed at 15N for a control and a patient. The control subject shows well-defined directional specificity. The patient with neck pain on the contrary presents with almost constant activity in all directions.

**Fig. 41.** Representative directional activation curves of semispinalis cervicis muscle at the spinal levels C2 and C5 for a 15 N contraction during a clockwise circular contraction for a control subject and a patient with neck pain.
The directional specificity was significantly different for patients compared to controls for both the 15N and 30N circular contractions \((F = 6.17; P < 0.05)\) as expressed by the vector length (Fig. 42). The vector length is expressed as a percent of the mean ARV during the entire task: 100% means that the EMG amplitude is different from zero in exclusively one direction (ideal specificity). No difference was observed between spinal and force levels \((P > 0.05)\).

![Fig. 42](image)

**Fig. 42.** Mean ± SE of the directional specificity (= vector length) of the semispinalis cervicis muscle of healthy controls and patients performing a circular contraction in the horizontal plane at 15N and 30N with change in force direction in the range 0-360°. * = P < 0.05
A significant correlation was identified between the PPT and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity ($R^2 = 0.22$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 43a) and between PPT and mean EMC activity ($R^2 = 0.15$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 43b). The mean activity of the semispinalis cervicis and directional specificity were also significantly correlated ($R^2 = 0.41$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 43c.).

![Fig. 43. Scatter plot showing the correlation between A) the PPT and directional specificity, B) PPT and EMG activity of semispinalis cervicis activity, and C) directional specificity and mean EMG activity. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval. (O = controls / ● = patients)](image-url)
4.3.2 Discussion

The PPT over the C2 and C5 zygapophyseal joints was significantly lower in women with chronic neck pain compared to controls which is consistent with previous observations in patients with neck pain over zygapophyseal joints \(^{235}\) and neck muscles \(^{236}\). At the same spinal levels patients showed lower EMG amplitude and lower directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis during the multidirectional isometric contractions of the neck. This is in line with the findings observed for the semispinalis cervicis muscle when measured at C3 in study 2. Lower activity of the semispinalis cervicis (and multifidus) as measured with mfMRI was also found in patients with mechanical neck pain when assessed at C5-6 and C7-T1 during cervical extension \(^{98}\) and at C7-T1 in healthy subjects with experimental pain in the upper trapezius \(^{124}\) but not at level C2-3. The observation of altered activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle across different spinal levels suggests that it is a generalised phenomenon in patients with neck pain rather than being localised to a specific segment. Some studies have shown site specific changes in muscle structure which can occur uniquely at painful segments of the spine \(^{192, 193}\) although other studies demonstrate widespread changes in muscle composition which are not isolated to one level of the spine. For example, fatty infiltration of the neck extensors in patients with persistent whiplash-induced neck pain is observed across all vertebral levels (C3-7) (Elliott et al 2006). The most painful segment was not specifically identified in this current study and therefore further investigations are required to reveal the extent or distribution patterns of altered EMG activity across differing spinal levels with respect to the painful segments.

As a general finding the PPT over the zygapophyseal joint at C2 was lower than at C5 in both groups. This suggests that, in general, C2 is more sensitive to mechanical stimulation or palpation than C5. This substantiates that PPT measures the tenderness of the tissues to pressure and not the pain complaint by the patient \(^{195}\). Indeed, only a weak correlation has been shown between PPT over the cervical spinous process and subacute neck pain after a whiplash injury \(^{237}\). It has been proposed that C2 may be more sensitive to loads due to the mechanical stress caused by the encounter of the movement coupling of the upper (C0 to C3) and the lower (C2 to C7) cervical spine \(^{238}\). The sensitivity and vulnerability of the C2 segment may contribute to the frequent reports of neck pain in this area \(^{2, 47}\). For example, in half of the patients after a whiplash injury which complained of headache, the source of pain was the zygapophyseal joint C2 \(^{47}\). Additionally, mechanical palpation over the zygapophyseal joints from C0 to C4, but not C5-C7, was significantly more painful in patients with headache compared to healthy controls \(^{61}\).

Evidence of a correlation between PPT and EMG activity and PPT and directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis was found when patient and control data were pooled. However, PPT was only weakly correlated to EMG activity and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis, suggesting that other factors may contribute to this finding. For example, general psychological distress and fear avoidance behaviour have a strong influence on movement and motor
control. To date, few studies have examined correlations between PPT and EMG activity in patients with pain. A weak correlation for example was found between masseter and sternocleidomastoid PPT and EMG activity in patients with tenderness during palpation of the masseter muscle.

Lower EMG activity in the semispinalis cervicis muscle in the presence of lower PPT might be explained by the pain adaptation model which suggests inhibition of muscles due to pain in order to avoid movement for protection of painful muscles and/or joints. This theory is supported by several experimental studies. The positive correlation between lower EMG activity of semispinalis cervicis and the lower PPT in the current study cannot consequently be explained by pain alone but may be influenced by central and peripheral sensitisation of the nervous system.

In consideration of the observation of reduced activity of semispinalis cervicis in patients with neck pain an exercise to enhance the activation of this muscle would seem relevant for patients with neck pain. Typical exercises for the neck extensors utilize resistance either from the weight of the head or by external forces like pulleys applied to the head. These exercises activate all extensor muscles and are therefore not specific to target the deeper neck extensor muscles. Study 4 was therefore conducted to investigate three exercises in order to determine which if any are able to emphasize the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle.
4.4 STUDY 4

Ten patients with chronic neck pain were included in this study and performed isometric contractions into neck extension at the individual maximal intensity against manual resistance of the therapist applied at a) the occiput and at the vertebral arch of b) C2 and c) C5. The ratio between the activation of the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis was assessed to determine which exercise was best at obtaining relative isolation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle.

4.4.1 Results

The absolute ARV (µV) showed higher activity of semispinalis cervicis muscle with the resistance at C2 and an overall higher activity with the resistance at the occiput (Fig. 44). However, the manual resistance could not be standardized across conditions thus statistical tests were not performed on this data.

![Fig. 44. Mean and standard error of the EMG average rectified values (µV) of semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscle during the three isometric contractions into extension with resistance at the occiput, at C2, and at C5.](image)
The ratio of the EMG activity of semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis was therefore computed which eliminates the bias of variation in manual resistance. This ratio of EMG ARV showed a relatively increased activation of semispinalis cervicis compared to splenius capitis with resistance at C2 (2.53 ± 2.43 µV) compared to the resistance at the occiput (1.39 ± 1.00 µV) and C5 (1.16 ± 0.85 µV) (Fig. 45).

![Graph showing the ratio of EMG activity between semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis](image)

**Fig. 45.** Mean and standard error of the ratio of semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis EMG ARV (µV) during manual resistance applied at three different locations as the patients produced an extension force (* = P < 0.05).

The main effect of a one-way ANOVA for the location of resistance was significant (F = 5.04; P = 0.018) with differences between the occiput versus C2 (P = 0.024) and C5 versus C2 (P = 0.022), but not between the occiput and C5 (P = 0.625) in the post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) pair-wise comparisons.

### 4.4.2 Discussion

The results of this study indicate that an accentuated activation of semispinalis cervicis is possible pushing against an external resistance applied at the vertebral arch cranial to the target muscle. The results confirm that a muscle with insertions at the spine such as the semispinalis cervicis is better suited to resist an external force applied at the spine compared to a muscle inserting at the occiput like splenius capitis.

Isometric head/neck extension at 20% of the maximum voluntary contraction performed in 15° of craniovertebral extension increased only the activity of semispinalis capitis muscle at levels C2 and C5 and of multifidus and
semispinalis cervicis at level C7 compared to the exercise performed in neutral position in healthy subjects 245. Compared to healthy controls, patients with mechanical neck pain showed less activity of multifidus and semispinalis cervicis muscles at levels C5-6 and C7-T1 but not at C2-3, and of splenius capitis muscle at C7-T1 during cervical static extension in prone lying, while other cervical extensors did not differ between both groups 98. This was only found in a craniocervical neutral position but not in 15° of craniocervical extension and might indicate that prepositioning of the head does not result in selected activation of cervical extensors. Lower activity of the deep cervical extensors was also found at the level C7-T1 but not at C2-3 in healthy subjects with experimental pain in the upper trapezius 124. Both these studies were conducted with muscle functional magnetic resonance images for which the magnitude of T2 shift required to justify clinical significance is still not known as stated by the authors 98.

The increased activation of semispinales cervicis at C3 by a direct manual resistance at C2 but not at C5 might be explained by the anatomical configuration of the muscle. The fibres of semispinalis cervicis inserting at C2 are best suited to resist an external force applied at C2 and were recorded by the fine wire electrode located at C3 (Fig. 46b). A resistance applied at the occiput (Fig. 46a) or at C5 (Fig. 46c) requires activity of the recorded fibres of semispinalis cervicis for stiffening the spine assuming a single axis of rotation at C7-T1, but not for directly counteracting the externally applied force. Consequently, the activation of semispinalis cervicis was not significantly increased relative to splenius capitis.

Fig. 46 Simplified illustration of the three manual resistances (arrows) at A) the occiput, B) the vertebral arch of C2, and C) the vertebral arch of C5 with a common movement axis at segment C7-T1 and the assumption that other muscles stiffen all other spinal segments.
Splenius capitis is best suited to act on the angle lever of the occiput (a), while the muscle fibres of semispinalis cervicis inserting on C2 act best on the angle lever C2 (b) and the fasicles inserting on to C5 on the angle lever of C5 (c). A similar analysis would be necessary for all other axes of rotation of the cervical spine for a comprehensive exploration of the system. However, this explanation remains hypothetical because the manual contact at the level of the vertebral arch is not directly onto the vertebra but rather through the muscles and is not limited to one single level (Fig. 47). The tactile stimulation of the skin and the muscles by the finger pressure might influence the activation of the muscles. Further research is necessary to investigate the mechanisms of muscle activation by manual resistance. Less invasive techniques like muscle functional magnetic resonance imaging and tissue velocity ultrasound imaging (TVI) might facilitate the search for the best exercise for activation of the deep cervical extensors in the future.

Fig. 47 MRI scan of a 39 year old healthy female showing the researchers thumb (A) and index finger (B) pushing with the maximal tolerable force on the vertebral arch of about C3. (from: Schomacher and Learman, 2010; with permission from the publisher)
Chapter 5.

General discussion

This thesis investigated the neural drive to semispinalis cervicis muscle in healthy subjects and in patients with chronic neck pain and examined whether various exercises could selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis muscle. The main findings are:

**Study 1:** A non-uniform single motor unit behaviour and a partly independent synaptic input to different fascicles of semispinalis cervicis muscle as seen by less motor unit synchronization between two spinal levels, a lower recruitment threshold at level C5 compared to C2 and consequently a higher number of recruited MUs with bigger global EMG amplitude at C5 compared to C2 during the static head extension task.

**Study 2:** A significantly lower activity and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis at C3 in patients with chronic neck pain compared to healthy controls during a multidirectional isometric contraction.

**Study 3:** Significantly lower PPT over C2 and C5 zygapophyseal joints in women with chronic neck pain compared to controls and lower EMG amplitude and lower directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis at the same spinal levels during a multidirectional isometric contraction. PPT of patients and controls together showed a significant, albeit weak, correlation with EMG mean activity and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis suggesting a possible association between pressure pain sensitivity and reduced muscle activity.

**Study 4:** Higher activation of the semispinalis cervicis relative to the splenius capitis at the level of C3 when pushing against a manual resistance applied at the vertebral arch of C2 compared to the same exercise with resistance at the occiput or at C5.

The spine is a complex system consisting of several functional units working together. Its high mobility is at the expense of stability. Abnormal large intervertebral motions are considered a main origin of mechanical pain by causing either compression and/or stretching of inflamed neural elements or abnormal deformation of passive spinal structures like ligaments, joint capsules, annular fibres, and end-plates. This can be avoided by maintaining the vertebrae within the neutral zone, i.e. the region of high flexibility or laxity around the neutral position. In order to achieve this the body uses the passive elements of the spinal column including ligaments, disc, and joint facet orientation, the active spinal
muscles and the neural control unit. Muscles able to control movements of single segments are those with insertions directly onto the vertebrae. For the cervical spine these are the deep cervical flexors and extensors which together create a muscular sleeve enclosing and stabilizing the cervical spine. The performance of these muscles is adapted in different ways at different spinal levels since the mechanical stress acting on the cervical spine is not distributed homogeneously. Movements of the head for example during whiplash trauma provoke major stress in the lower cervical spine due to the lever arm of the head which is longer at this point than in the middle and upper cervical region with facet joint lesions occurring mostly in the C5-C6 and C6-C7 segments. Movements of the segment C2-3 comprise high stress due to the encounter of the movement coupling from the upper cervical spine (C0 to C3) and the lower one (C2 to C7) in this segment. This might explain frequent occurrence of pain in the C2-3 segment. It can be supposed that the neural drive to the stabilizing muscles at these different spinal levels is not homogeneously distributed but according to the mechanical needs of the spine which varies in regions of the cervical spine.

This hypothesis was investigated in the first study by analysing the behaviour of motor units of the semispinalis cervicis at the spinal levels C2 and C5 in healthy subjects during an isometric extension task. The recruitment threshold of motor units was lower and more motor units were activated at C5 compared to C2. This responds to the mechanical needs of the cervical spine which are higher in its lower part compared to its middle and upper one, and to the larger and consequently anatomically more advantageous moment arms of the lower fascicles compared to the upper ones. Neural input to muscles following mechanical needs and advantages has already been described in extremity and intercostal muscles. These neurophysiological properties of the semispinalis cervicis in addition to its anatomical characteristics suggest that this muscle is able to resist different forces acting on the cervical spine and might therefore be important for motor control and stabilization of the cervical spine. It was hypothesized that the activity of this muscle is reduced in patients with neck pain.

This hypothesis was analysed in the second and third study by measuring the EMG activity of semispinalis cervicis at the level of C2, C3 and C5 in patients with chronic neck pain and healthy controls during isometric circular contractions in the horizontal plane. Both studies showed that the EMG amplitude of the semispinalis cervicis was lower in patients which is in line with similar findings in the deep cervical flexors. The directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity was also lower in patients, i.e. its ability to contract in well-defined preferred directions according to its anatomical position relative to the spine. Loss of directional specificity of activity has also been observed for the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis muscles in patients with neck pain.

Pain may result in an inhibition of the agonist muscle such as the semispinalis cervicis during neck extension to limit the activity of the painful muscle and movement. This pain adaptation theory is supported by growing evidence with several variations depending on the mechanical action of the task performed (for references see.) Sensitization of the nervous system might be a further
factor influencing EMG activity of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle. The correlation between PPT and EMG activity and directional specificity however was only weak. This might indicate that in addition to pain and tenderness of the tissues to pressure there might be other explanations for reduced EMG activity and directional specificity like for example simple disuse as a consequence of fear of pain. The observation of altered activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle across different spinal levels suggests that it is a generalised phenomenon in patients with neck pain. However, since the symptomatic segment was not localized it cannot be excluded that EMG activity and directional specificity were lower at the symptomatic segment of each individual patient and not in general and that this effect was “washed out” by computing the mean values.

5.1 FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE CERVICAL MUSCLES RELATED TO PAIN

The cause-effect relationships between functional and structural changes in the cervical muscles and neck pain are poorly understood. Functional changes in muscle activity reflect altered neuromuscular control of movement and stability of the cervical spine. Structural changes of the muscles associated with neck pain might be a consequence or a cause of these functional changes.

Pain might inhibit muscle contraction in order to avoid the painful movement. This might explain lower activation of the deep cervical flexors and extensors as shown in this thesis and in a recent study in patients with chronic neck compared to healthy controls. The superficial cervical flexors and cervical extensors on the other hand show increased activity in patients with neck pain which might be caused by nociceptor induced increased activity in the gamma motor neurons leading to increased activity and muscle stiffness. Patients with neck pain also show increased co-activation observed for the splenius capitis and sternocleidomastoid muscle which may be an attempt to better control movement and stabilize the cervical spine in the presence of pain induced deep muscle dysfunction.

In addition or as a result of altered muscle activation several outcomes of muscle performance are affected in patients with neck pain such as strength, endurance, range of motion, altered proprioception, and reduced head-eye-coordination. Pain probably does not have a direct effect on the muscle fibres, but part of the normal response to pain and associated psychological stress is the activation of the sympathetic nervous system with an increase of adrenaline and vasoconstriction which affects the removal of metabolic by-products like lactic acid during muscle contraction. Physiological sympathetic activation elicited by the cold pressor test for example generally alters muscle contractility and resulted in increased activity of the sternocleidomastoid and splenius muscle in healthy volunteers. Also mental stress such as computer work increases the activation of upper trapezius. These and similar factors may influence the contractile mechanism of...
the muscles indirectly by pain \textsuperscript{242}. Structural changes might follow injury or longstanding altered motor control strategies as described above. The structural changes include for example biochemical alterations of muscle tissue such as higher serotonin (5-HT) and glutamate in the upper trapezius of women with work related myalgia \textsuperscript{262}, fat infiltration after whiplash injury in the deep cervical flexors \textsuperscript{107} and extensors \textsuperscript{108}, muscle atrophy reflected by lower cross-sectional area of the deep cervical flexors \textsuperscript{107} and extensors \textsuperscript{112}, and fibre transformation from type I to type II in several cervical muscles\textsuperscript{120}. For a detailed review of structural and functional changes in muscles due to neck pain see Falla and Farina 2008 and 2007 \textsuperscript{57, 242}. 
It is unknown whether functional changes induce or follow structural changes in the muscle and likely there is an interactive relationship between functional and structural changes (Fig. 48).

**Fig. 48.** Functional and structural changes in muscles related to pain (adapted from Falla and Farina 2007)
The alterations in motor control associated with pain can be considered a compensatory mechanism to maintain similar motor output in painful and non-painful conditions. Overload and trauma are well-recognized release mechanisms for the initiation of pain and motor dysfunction for example after a whiplash injury. Disuse is a further obvious although often neglected cause and/or maintaining factor of functional and structural changes. It represents a starting point for active rehabilitation programs for patients with neck pain.

5.2 EFFICACY OF EXERCISE FOR PATIENTS WITH NECK PAIN

Patients with traumatic onset of neck pain have shown significantly increased prevalence of combined rotational and translational hypermobility in the middle cervical spine segments (C3-4 to C5-6) compared to women with insidious onset of neck pain. The increased tension on different spinal structures which might result from this hypermobility is considered a major source of pain. Valid and reliable clinical tests for the diagnosis of minor clinical instability or hypermobility are lacking although there is a consensus on typical clinical findings.

One essential part of the treatment of this hypermobility is active exercise. Moderate evidence for its efficacy exists when exercises are performed alone and strong evidence when they are combined with mobilization or manipulation for subacute and chronic mechanical neck disorders with or without headache in the short and long term for pain reduction, improved function, and they have a high global perceived effect. An isometric extension with increasing resistance in the neutral position of the head will recruit the deep and superficial extensors as observed with EMG and ultrasonography which showed increasing thickness of multifidus during extension from 0 to 50% MVC. The specific dysfunctions of cervical muscles observed in various studies suggest that appropriate specific exercises with a certain dosage are necessary for the treatment of muscle dysfunction and neck pain. Generally, exercises are divided into low- and high-load exercises.

Low-load exercises mainly aim at functional adaptation and motor control strategies and improve activation and coordination of selected muscles such as the deep cervical flexors and extensors. High-load exercises on the contrary aim at morphological adaptations and to ameliorate endurance and strength of selected muscles and movements and are usually introduced later in the rehabilitation program.

A classical low load exercise is cranio-cervical flexion which has largely been investigated as test and exercise for patients with neck pain resulting in specific activation of the deep cervical flexors. It aims successfully to re-establish a normal activation pattern of superficial and deep cervical flexor muscles and to reduce pain. Furthermore, it induces immediate local hypoalgesia after a single training session (21% reduction of PPT compared to 7.3% after cervical flexion exercise), but no change of local thermal pain threshold and no effect on the sympathetic nervous system, pain at a location distant from the cervical spine and neck pain at rest. These low intensity exercises are believed to be indicated
especially in the early phase of rehabilitation in order to activate selectively the inhibited deep muscles.

An isometric cervical flexion endurance exercise (lifting and holding the head 1 cm from the treatment table) increases the load and activates more the lower cervical flexors with similar activation of the craniocervical flexors to the craniocervical flexion exercise, but with more activity in the sternocleidomastoid, the anterior scalene, and the suprahyoid muscles. It seems important to adapt the treatment to the individual dysfunction of each patient because even treatment of the superficial sternocleidomastoid muscle can be effective for pain reduction in the case of an asymmetry for example.

High load exercises alleviate pain and improve several functional parameters like endurance and strength. Twelve weeks of strength resistance exercises for example with maximal resistance to the head (75% and 100% of 3x10 RM) increased the head-extension strength by 34%. Namely the primary extensors (splenius capitis, semispinalis capitis and semispinalis cervicis with multifidus) increased their strength, while the other extensors decreased their activity in the neck extension group reflecting the increased strength of the former muscles as measured by muscle functional MRI. High load exercises however risk to increase pain in the early phase of rehabilitation. Improvements in muscle function by exercise seem to be task specific, i.e. specific to the exercise. Strength in cervical flexion for example can be increased by cervical flexion endurance-strength training but not by the low-load exercise of craniocervical flexion. Specific exercises consequently seem necessary in order to increase the reduced activity of the deep cervical extensors in patients with neck pain. One study investigated with mFMRI the activation of the extensor muscles in healthy subjects during isometric extension at 20% MVC and showed greater activity with the spine in 15° of craniocervical extension for semispinalis capitis at levels C2-3 and C5-6 and in multifidus with semispinalis cervicis at level C7-T1 compared to the exercise with the spine in craniocervical neutral position. Using the same exercise patients with neck pain showed reduced activation of multifidus with semispinalis cervicis in the craniocervical neutral position at levels C5-6 and C7-T1 compared to healthy controls, but not at level C2-3. At level C7-T1 but not C2-3 this lower activation of the deep cervical extensors occurred also in healthy subjects with experimental pain in the upper trapezius. The exercise shown in study 4 of this thesis is the first one showing increased activation of semispinalis cervicis at level C3 in patients with chronic neck pain relative to the superficial splenius capitis. This was achieved by asking the patient to push against a manual resistance applied at the vertebral arch of C2. With this exercise the way is open now to assess the efficacy of the emphasized activation of semispinalis cervicis in a large RCT on patients with chronic neck pain.

5.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

These findings are highly relevant for patients with neck pain because the activity of their deep semispinalis cervicis muscle which is lower compared to healthy
controls can be increased relative to the superficial splenius capitis muscle by a specific exercise.

The independent neural input to fascicles of semispinalis cervicis at spinal levels C2 and C5 found in study one might allow to selectively activate the deep extensor(s) at the most symptomatic spinal level respectively the one with major dysfunction(s) using specific exercises. Further research however is necessary in this regard because clinical detection of the most affected segments is still questioned. Studies 2 and 3 have shown a lower activation and lower directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis at different spinal levels in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls. This might suggest specific exercises for activation of this muscle – and probably also for the other deep extensor multifidus - as part of the rehabilitation of patients with neck pain.

Contrary to study 2 and 3, O’Leary et al. did not find lower activity of semispinalis cervicis at level C2-3 in patients with chronic neck pain, but only at levels C5-6 and C7-T1 and only with the head in craniocervical neutral position. This might partially be explained by the functional redundancy of the neck muscles which allows the nervous system to use different muscles for a given task. The variability of individual EMG findings reflected in the standard deviations of the presented studies might equally be explained by this functional redundancy of the neck muscles. At higher loads however muscles that contribute specifically to generate the required load in a desired direction are recruited suggesting that activation of selected cervical extensors might require higher resistance than the 15 and 30N used in this thesis or the 20% MVC used by O’Leary et al. Indeed, the exercise in study 4 showing increased activation of semispinalis cervicis relative to splenius capitis was done with the patient’s maximum force. Also a strength training with 80% MVC in healthy subjects over 12 weeks results in increased cross-sectional area of semispinalis cervicis, semispinalis capitis, and splenius capitis and a decreased use of these muscles reflecting increased force as measured with functional MRI. However, these high-load exercises cannot be used in the early stage of rehabilitation.

The resistance in study 4 was neither standardized nor measured in order to reflect the clinical use of the exercise intensity which is adapted to each individual patient’s ability to bear stress. It was at the individual painless maximum intensity which is probably the nearest point to the training threshold, i.e. the intensity where morphological and physiological adaptations of the muscle following a stimulus (exercise) start. The simplicity of the exercise facilitates its use as a self-exercise by putting a towel or belt around the neck and pulling it ventrally while pushing backwards into extension with the neck. Based on the available evidence it can therefore be recommended to activate the deep cervical extensors by manual resistances applied at the vertebral arch at possibly the maximum voluntary contraction force without provoking any immediate or delayed pain.
5.4 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some limitations prevent a rapid generalization of these results. The small sample size in the studies might have led to “false positive” results equivalent to a type I error. This flaw could have been counteracted by increasing the number of participants in the studies. Ethical reasons however, due to the invasive nature of the EMG procedure limited the number of participants which is in line with similar studies in the literature.

Furthermore, a selection bias may have occurred during the recruitment process by the announcement of needle insertion. Subjects with fear of pain might have even not considered participating in the studies due to the supposed “threat” of needle insertion. Fear of pain is believed to limit force for example in patients with neck pain following a whiplash injury and consequently it might be that only “fearless” subjects have volunteered for this project. This flaw cannot be overcome by increasing the number of participants. New non-invasive technology like mfMRI and tissue velocity ultrasound imaging might be able to avoid this selection bias and the recruitment limitation due to needle insertion although it is not clear whether these measurements are equivalent to EMG. A selection bias may have occurred also by using some patients in more than one experiment due to recruitment difficulties (see page 27).

A further limitation is the motor task which is not reflecting daily activity but was selected for reasons of standardization. It might be questionable whether the results from these exercises are transferable to other activities.

Other statistical tests than the ANOVA might have been used to analyse the data as their normality has been checked only by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Due to the small sample size non-parametric tests might have an additional option for data analysis.

Moreover, the sequence of exercises in study 4 has not been randomized. This might have biased the results due to a possible learning effect at the second exercise (resistance at C2) and a possible fatigue effect at the third exercise (resistance at C5). The difference between the first and second exercise however was big for which reason we do not assume a learning effect. In addition patients did not report subjective fatigue during or after the third exercise.

It is still unclear whether manual resistance at single spinal levels can activate the deep extensors at selected levels like the most painful one. This thesis showed that reduced EMG activity and directional specificity is a generalized phenomenon at several spinal levels. This however is based on the mean values of all subjects. Future research might investigate whether EMG activity in patients with neck pain is lower at the most symptomatic level compared to other spinal levels and whether it can selectively be increased at these levels. The most painful segment however can only be identified in a valid way by invasive techniques like selective nerve blocks of the zygapophyseal joints or discography in highly specialized pain clinics. After such invasive diagnostic procedures it is uncertain whether these patients would volunteer for further needle insertions in an experiment what represents also an ethical question. Such an investigation would be further complicated by the necessary amount of wires inserted into the muscle fibres which would make it
difficult to apply the resistance at the vertebral arch without provoking EMG artefacts.

5.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

The ultimate goal of the research on the deep cervical extensors is to find out if a specific exercise like the one from study 4 successfully reduces the patient’s neck pain and dysfunction. This raises the questions whether an exercise stimulating the deep extensors more than the superficial ones is more effective compared to a general exercise and whether it is necessary to apply the exercise in the segment with most pain. Analogous to the previously described research on the cervical flexors it might be probable that an exercise emphasizing the deep cervical extensors would be most effective. In order to reduce neck pain, mobilization and manipulation do not have to be applied to the most painful cervical segment, but can even be performed in the upper thoracic spine. It is believed, that exercises should be directed to specific spinal levels in order to improve the function but no research regarding this question exists up to now. Using RCTs these questions could be answered even with a high number of participants without using high technology like iEMG. The lack of internal validity would be counterbalanced by a gain in external validity.
Chapter 6.

General conclusions

This thesis investigated the deep cervical extensor semispinalis cervicis in healthy volunteers and patients with chronic neck pain. The anatomical characteristics of this muscle allow movement control and stabilization of single cervical segments caudal to C2 together with other muscles of the cervical spine. Study 1 confirmed this possibility by revealing independent synaptic input to different fascicles of semispinalis cervicis at levels C2 and C5. The significance of semispinalis cervicis was shown in study 2 by lower EMG activity and directional specificity at level C3 in patients with chronic neck pain compared to healthy controls. This phenomenon was also observed at the levels C2 and C5 in study 3. At these levels PPT over the zygapophyseal joints was lower in the patients compared to healthy controls. In both groups PPT at C2 was lower compared to C5 indicating a generally higher tissue sensitivity to pressure at level C2. Taking both groups together this tissue sensitivity correlated significantly, albeit weakly, to EMG activity and directional specificity at levels C2 and C5 indicating a small influence of tissue sensitivity on the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Other factors besides pain might influence EMG activity and directional specificity such as disuse and fear of pain.

The results of this thesis support the importance of specific exercise in the treatment of patients with chronic neck pain. An appropriate exercise for activation of semispinalis cervicis relative to the superficial splenius capitis was investigated in study 4. This exercise might be important for restoring normal muscle function in patients with chronic neck pain. Further research has to assess this potential effect.
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## APPENDIX 1: COMMON METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Recruitment of motor units in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle</td>
<td>Chronic trauma-induced neck pain impairs the neural control of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain</td>
<td>Localized pain sensitivity is associated with reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain</td>
<td>Localised resistance selectively activates the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main research question</td>
<td>Is there an independent synaptic input to different fascicles of semispinalis cervicis at C2 and C5 level?</td>
<td>Is the activity of semispinalis cervicis different between patients with pressure pain sensitivity at levels C2 and C5?</td>
<td>Can a specific exercise selectively increase the activation of semispinalis cervicis compared to a superficial extensor?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of the methods from studies 1 to 4 (continuation see next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>idem</td>
<td>idem</td>
<td>Repeated measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject inclusion criteria</td>
<td>Age between 18 and 45 years, no neck pain, no history of neck surgery or neurological disorders</td>
<td>Patients: age 18 – 45 yr, pain duration &gt; 3 months, pain &gt; 3 VAS</td>
<td>Controls: no neck pain, no history of neck surgery or neurological disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion criteria</td>
<td>Complaints of neurological signs, neurological signs on clinical assessment, cervical spine surgery, and/or neck pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>1st experiment: 7 women (age, mean ± SD: 24.1 ± 2.9 yr) and 8 men (age: 24.2 ± 1.9 yr)</td>
<td>10 women with neck pain (&gt; 6 months; 30.4 ± 7.0 yr) and 10 healthy women (26.8 ± 5.9 yr)</td>
<td>10 women with neck pain (&gt; 6 months; 34 ± 8.8 yr) and 9 healthy women (27 ± 4.1 yr)</td>
<td>10 women with neck pain (&gt; 6 months; 31.9 ± 7.7 yr)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continuation of table 2: Overview of the methods from studies 1 to 4 (continuation see next page)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cause of neck pain</td>
<td>no pain</td>
<td>all trauma</td>
<td>9 trauma, 1 stress</td>
<td>all trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average pain intensity (VAS) (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>no pain</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>6.1 ± 2.0</td>
<td>6.1 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck Disability Index (NDI) (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>no disability</td>
<td>21.2 ± 5.7</td>
<td>19.6 ± 7.5</td>
<td>23 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target muscles</td>
<td>Semispinalis cervicis</td>
<td>Semispinalis cervicis</td>
<td>Semispinalis cervicis</td>
<td>Semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>1st experiment: single MU analysis interference EMG</td>
<td>interference EMG</td>
<td>interference EMG</td>
<td>interference EMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of wire insertion</td>
<td>C2 and C5</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>C2 and C5</td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side of insertion</td>
<td>Right side</td>
<td>Patients: most painful side (8 right), controls right side</td>
<td>Patients: most painful side (8 right), controls right side</td>
<td>Most painful side (8 right),</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuation of table 2: Overview of the methods from studies 1 to 4 (continuation see next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performed test movement</td>
<td>Isometric extension&lt;br&gt;1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; experiment: 3 MVC without wires sustained (120 s) and ramped (3s)&lt;br&gt;2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; experiment: 2 MVC and 5 s ramped</td>
<td>2 MVC in extension circular contractions 0-360° at 15 and 30N over 12 s each</td>
<td>circular contractions 0-360° at 15 and 30N over 12 s each</td>
<td>Isometric extension against manual resistances at occiput and at vertebral arches of C2 and C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome measure</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; experiment: MVC&lt;br&gt;Number of MU&lt;br&gt;Discharge rate&lt;br&gt;Coefficient of variation of ISI&lt;br&gt;Short-term synchronization (CIS)&lt;br&gt;Coherence analysis recruitment threshold</td>
<td>MVC: highest peak value of 2 MVCs of 5 s each&lt;br&gt;Amplitude of interference EMG&lt;br&gt;Vector length of the directional activation curve with coefficient of force</td>
<td>Amplitude of interference EMG&lt;br&gt;Vector length of the directional activation curve</td>
<td>Amplitude of interference EMG (average rectified value)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuation of table 2: Overview of the methods from studies 1 to 4. Further details are in chapter 3
APPENDIX 2: OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS

The following table gives an overview on the results.

**Table 3.** Overview of the results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>General result</th>
<th>Detailed result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Study 1** | There is an independent synaptic input to fascicles of semispinalis cervicis at levels C2 and C5. | 1st experiment:  
N° of MUs: C2 18 and C5 98  
Discharge rate: equal between C2 and C5 but higher at 20% MVC compared to 5% and 10% MVC  
Coefficient of variation ISI: equal between both levels and across all 3 force levels  
Short-term synchronization and coherence in the frequency: similar and higher within levels than between  
Recruitment threshold lower at C5 than at C2  
2nd experiment:  
higher amplitude with increasing force and higher amplitude at C5 than at C2 |
| **Study 2** | EMG activity is reduced in patients compared to controls. | Extension strength, mean EMG activity and directional specificity were lower for patients than for controls at level C3 while the coefficient of variation of force was higher in patients. |
| **Study 3** | Lower PPT is correlated to lower EMG activity in patients with neck pain at levels C2 and C5. | PPT was lower in patients and differed between C2 and C5 and was correlated to EMG activity and directional specificity at both which showed no difference between spinal and force levels. |
| **Study 4** | A specific exercise can increase activity of the semispinalis cervicis relative to splenius capitis | Resistance applied at C2 increased the activity of semispinalis cervicis relative to splenius capitis as measured at level C3 compared to resistances applied at the occiput and at C5 level. |
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Schomacher J, Dideriksen JL, Farina D, Falla D. Recruitment of motor units in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. J Neurophysiol 107: 3078–3085, 2012. First published March 7, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00953.2011.—This study investigated the behavior of motor units in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Intramuscular EMG recordings were obtained unilaterally at levels C2 and C5 in 15 healthy volunteers (8 men, 7 women) who performed isometric neck recordings were obtained unilaterally at levels C2 and C5 in 15 healthy volunteers (8 men, 7 women) who performed isometric neck voluntary contraction (MVC) for 2 min each and linearly increasing force contractions from 0 to 30% MVC over 3 s. Individual motor unit action potentials were identified. The discharge rate and interspike interval variability of the motor units in the two locations did not differ. However, the recruitment threshold of motor units detected at C2 (n = 16, mean ± SD: 10.3 ± 6.0% MVC) was greater than that of motor units detected at C5 (n = 92, 6.9 ± 4.3% MVC) (P < 0.01). A significant level of short-term synchronization was identified in 246 of 307 motor unit pairs when computed within one spinal level but only in 26 of 110 pairs of motor units between the two levels. The common input strength, which quantifies motor unit synchronization, was greater for pairs within one level (0.47 ± 0.52) compared with pairs between levels (0.09 ± 0.07) (P < 0.01). In a second experiment on eight healthy subjects, interference EMG was recorded from the same locations during a linearly increasing force contraction from 0 to 40% MVC and showed significantly greater EMG amplitude at C5 than at C2. In conclusion, synaptic input is distributed partly independently and nonuniformly to different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle.

motorneurons; synchronization; neuropathology

WHEN THE SYNAPTIC INPUT IS equally distributed among motorneurons, small-sized motorneurons are recruited before larger ones (Henneman 1957, 1985). However, motorneurons innervating muscle fibers within the same muscle but with different mechanical action may receive different synaptic input that depends on the biomechanical demands. Those fibers that have a mechanical action with greater advantage for the task may be preferentially activated (English et al. 1993; Hudson et al. 2009), so that the recruitment order is task dependent within a muscle. For example, the recruitment of motor units in different regions of the long head of the biceps brachii varies with the relative amount of elbow flexion and forearm supination torque (see Haa Romeny et al. 1982, 1984). Moreover, a series of studies of inspiratory muscles showed that the recruitment pattern of motor units across inspiratory motorneuron pools follows the mechanical advantage for respiration (Butler 2007, Butler and Gandevia 2008). Other muscles with complex mechanical actions, such as the trapezius, also display a location-dependent modulation of motor unit discharge rate, likely reflecting spatial dependence in the control of motor units (Falla and Farina 2008a).

It may be expected that motor units are recruited according to their mechanical advantage for muscles with complex architecture and varying mechanical actions for different fascicles of the muscle. The deep spinal muscles are an example of such complexity. They attach directly to several vertebrae and span numerous articulations to control segmental movement and stability (Bergmark 1989). In the cervical spine, the fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle originate from the transverse processes of the upper five or six thoracic vertebrae and insert on the cervical spinous processes, from the axis to the seventh cervical vertebrae inclusive. Each fascicle spans four to six segments (Drake et al. 2010; Schuenke et al. 2006). The semispinalis cervicis contributes to extension, ipsilateral lateral flexion, and contralateral rotation of the cervical spine (Drake et al. 2010). These functions are applicable to each segment crossed by the muscle fibers. The mechanical load is higher in the lower cervical spine compared with the middle and upper cervical segments because of the longer moment arm; thus, caudal fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis are expected to exert more force than cranial fascicles. Because of this difference in mechanical action, we hypothesized that different fascicles within the semispinalis cervicis receive different synaptic input at a given external extension force according to their mechanical advantage and that motor units innervating fascicles with a higher force demand during isometric neck extension are recruited earlier. To test these hypotheses, this study investigated the behavior of individual motor units in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis.

METHODS

Subjects. Fifteen healthy subjects [7 women: age (mean ± SD): 24.1 ± 2.9 yr, height: 167.3 ± 8.3 cm, weight: 63.3 ± 7.1 kg, body mass index (BMI): 23.2 ± 2.9 kg/m²] participated in the first experiment, which aimed to identify the discharge patterns of semispinalis cervicis motor units. In addition, a separate group of eight healthy women [age: 20.6 ± 2.7 yr, height: 167.3 ± 8.3 cm, weight: 56.3 ± 7.3 kg, BMI: 20.8 ± 2.4 kg/m²] participated in the second experiment, which aimed to measure the interference EMG of the same muscle at the same two locations (see Procedures for a detailed description of the 2 experiments). The data from experiment 2 were also used in a clinical study that compared activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with chronic...
neck pain and healthy control subjects. Since chronic neck pain is more prevalent in women, the study was designed for female subjects only. For both experiments, subjects were included in the study if their age was between 18 and 45 yr and they were free of neck pain, had not had neck surgery, and had no history of neurological disorders. Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Ethics Committee of Nordjylland, Denmark (ref. N-20090039). Informed written consent was obtained from all participants, and the procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Electromyography. Intramuscular EMG signals were recorded from the semispinalis cervicis muscle on the right side at the level of the second and fifth cervical vertebrae (C2 and C5, respectively) with wire electrodes made of Teflon-coated stainless steel (diameter 0.1 mm; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA). In the first experiment the recording end of the wire was cut to expose only the cross section in order to detect action potentials of individual motor units. In the second experiment the recording end of the wire was maintained for ~3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.

Wires were inserted into the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. Needle insertion was guided by ultrasonography (Kramar et al. 2003) using a 10-MHz linear transducer (Acuson 128 Computed Sonography) (Lee et al. 2007). Ultrasonography is a reliable tool to visualize the deep cervical extensors, as shown by measurements of cross-sectional area (Kristjansson et al. 2004; Stokes et al. 2007). Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput (Lee et al. 2007). The seventh cervical vertebra (C7) was palpated as the most prominent spinous process (Lee et al. 2007; Stokes et al. 2007). The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting downwards from C2 and confirmed by counting upwards from C7.

Cutaneous landmarks were marked with a pen, and points 15 mm lateral to the midline of the C2 and C5 spinous processes were processes selected as the insertion points for intramuscular EMG recordings from the semispinalis cervicis (Kramar et al. 2003). For insertion of the needle into the lateral or ventral electrode at the level of C2, the ultrasound transducer was placed transversely in the midline over C2 and moved laterally to visualize the extensor muscles. Identification of echogenic (bright, reflective) laminae and the spinous process provides the main bony landmarks for identifying the cervical extensors, which are separated by echogenic fascia layers (Stokes et al. 2007; Whittaker et al. 2007).

The needle was inserted after identification of the target muscle and disinfection of the skin. The needle containing the wire was inserted vertically into the muscle belly (Kramar et al. 2003); the location confirmed by ultrasonography, and the needle was removed immediately, leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment. The end of the wire was hooked to ensure a stable position of the wire at the insertion point. The same procedure was repeated at C5. These procedures ensured that the location of the wires was within the wire at the insertion point. The same procedure was repeated at C5. These procedures ensured that the location of the wires was within 3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.

Wires were inserted into the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. Needle insertion was guided by ultrasonography (Kramar et al. 2003) using a 10-MHz linear transducer (Acuson 128 Computed Sonography) (Lee et al. 2007). Ultrasonography is a reliable tool to visualize the deep cervical extensors, as shown by measurements of cross-sectional area (Kristjansson et al. 2004; Stokes et al. 2007). Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput (Lee et al. 2007). The seventh cervical vertebra (C7) was palpated as the most prominent spinous process (Lee et al. 2007; Stokes et al. 2007). The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting downwards from C2 and confirmed by counting upwards from C7.

Cutaneous landmarks were marked with a pen, and points 15 mm lateral to the midline of the C2 and C5 spinous processes were processes selected as the insertion points for intramuscular EMG recordings from the semispinalis cervicis (Kramar et al. 2003). For insertion of the needle into the lateral or ventral electrode at the level of C2, the ultrasound transducer was placed transversely in the midline over C2 and moved laterally to visualize the extensor muscles. Identification of echogenic (bright, reflective) laminae and the spinous process provides the main bony landmarks for identifying the cervical extensors, which are separated by echogenic fascia layers (Stokes et al. 2007; Whittaker et al. 2007).

The needle was inserted after identification of the target muscle and disinfection of the skin. The needle containing the wire was inserted vertically into the muscle belly (Kramar et al. 2003); the location confirmed by ultrasonography, and the needle was removed immediately, leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment. The end of the wire was hooked to ensure a stable position of the wire at the insertion point. The same procedure was repeated at C5. These procedures ensured that the location of the wires was within 3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.

Intramuscular EMG signals were recorded from the semispinalis cervicis muscle on the right side at the level of the second and fifth cervical vertebrae (C2 and C5, respectively) with wire electrodes made of Teflon-coated stainless steel (diameter 0.1 mm; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA). In the first experiment the recording end of the wire was cut to expose only the cross section in order to detect action potentials of individual motor units. In the second experiment the recording end of the wire was maintained for ~3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.

Wires were inserted into the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. Needle insertion was guided by ultrasonography (Kramar et al. 2003) using a 10-MHz linear transducer (Acuson 128 Computed Sonography) (Lee et al. 2007). Ultrasonography is a reliable tool to visualize the deep cervical extensors, as shown by measurements of cross-sectional area (Kristjansson et al. 2004; Stokes et al. 2007). Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput (Lee et al. 2007). The seventh cervical vertebra (C7) was palpated as the most prominent spinous process (Lee et al. 2007; Stokes et al. 2007). The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting downwards from C2 and confirmed by counting upwards from C7.

Cutaneous landmarks were marked with a pen, and points 15 mm lateral to the midline of the C2 and C5 spinous processes were selected as the insertion points for intramuscular EMG recordings from the semispinalis cervicis (Kramar et al. 2003). For insertion of the needle into the lateral or ventral electrode at the level of C2, the ultrasound transducer was placed transversely in the midline over C2 and moved laterally to visualize the extensor muscles. Identification of echogenic (bright, reflective) laminae and the spinous process provides the main bony landmarks for identifying the cervical extensors, which are separated by echogenic fascia layers (Stokes et al. 2007; Whittaker et al. 2007).

The needle was inserted after identification of the target muscle and disinfection of the skin. The needle containing the wire was inserted vertically into the muscle belly (Kramar et al. 2003); the location confirmed by ultrasonography, and the needle was removed immediately, leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment. The end of the wire was hooked to ensure a stable position of the wire at the insertion point. The same procedure was repeated at C5. These procedures ensured that the location of the wires was within 3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.

Wires were inserted into the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. Needle insertion was guided by ultrasonography (Kramar et al. 2003) using a 10-MHz linear transducer (Acuson 128 Computed Sonography) (Lee et al. 2007). Ultrasonography is a reliable tool to visualize the deep cervical extensors, as shown by measurements of cross-sectional area (Kristjansson et al. 2004; Stokes et al. 2007). Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput (Lee et al. 2007). The seventh cervical vertebra (C7) was palpated as the most prominent spinous process (Lee et al. 2007; Stokes et al. 2007). The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting downwards from C2 and confirmed by counting upwards from C7.

Cutaneous landmarks were marked with a pen, and points 15 mm lateral to the midline of the C2 and C5 spinous processes were processes selected as the insertion points for intramuscular EMG recordings from the semispinalis cervicis (Kramar et al. 2003). For insertion of the needle into the lateral or ventral electrode at the level of C2, the ultrasound transducer was placed transversely in the midline over C2 and moved laterally to visualize the extensor muscles. Identification of echogenic (bright, reflective) laminae and the spinous process provides the main bony landmarks for identifying the cervical extensors, which are separated by echogenic fascia layers (Stokes et al. 2007; Whittaker et al. 2007).

The needle was inserted after identification of the target muscle and disinfection of the skin. The needle containing the wire was inserted vertically into the muscle belly (Kramar et al. 2003); the location confirmed by ultrasonography, and the needle was removed immediately, leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment. The end of the wire was hooked to ensure a stable position of the wire at the insertion point. The same procedure was repeated at C5. These procedures ensured that the location of the wires was within 3–4 mm. In this way the recordings provided an indication of the global intensity of activity in each fascicle, as opposed to the selective motor unit recordings in the first experiment that allowed the analysis of only a small portion of each fascicle.
is the coherence value and since they were active for short periods. In this example, motor unit (MU) 5 and MU 10 from C 5 were excluded from further analysis.

The estimated recruitment threshold values were averaged over the three ramp contractions to reduce variability in estimates. The same motor units were identified across the different recordings by comparing the shapes of the action potentials obtained from spike-triggered averaging of the high-pass filtered (500 Hz) EMG recording. Action potentials were considered to be generated by the same motor unit if the mean square error between their shapes was < 0.19.

The level of common input to the motor unit population was assessed in both the time (short-term synchronization) and frequency (coherence) domains for pairs of motor units recorded in the first experiment. Synchronization was evaluated for pairs of units within the individual recording site and for pairs across recording sites. The quality of estimates of the strength of motor unit synchronization from motor units recorded in one single site strongly depends on the accuracy of the decomposition program. The applied decomposition software has been shown to be highly accurate, so that estimates of synchronization from a single electrode site are appropriate (Semmler et al. 2009), as recently discussed (Farina et al. 2012). The degree of motor unit synchronization was estimated by generating cross-histograms (bin width 1 ms) of all combinations of motor unit pairs (Nordstrom et al. 2009), as recently discussed (Semmler et al. 2009). Cross-histograms with an average bin count of < 4 were excluded from the analysis (Semmler et al. 1997). The width of the synchronous peak in the cross-histogram was identified with the cumulative sum (Ellaway 1978). Synchronization was quantified by the common input strength (CIS) index (Nordstrom et al. 1992), which denotes the number of synchronous discharges in excess of chance per second. A significant synchronous peak in the cumulative sum function was defined as an increase of at least 3 standard deviations above the mean of the first 30 bins (Davey et al. 1986). The level of common input was also investigated by coherence analysis between spike trains. The coherence was estimated as the ratio of the squared magnitude of the cross-spectra of two spike trains and the product of their auto-spectra (Bendat and Piersol 1990). The peak value of coherence in the band 16–32 Hz was used to quantify the strength of common input in the beta band.

Since selective intramuscular EMG signals provide information on a very small muscle portion, we also measured global muscle activity in experiment 2. The interference EMG recordings from the second experiment were analyzed by estimating the average rectified value (ARV) from the EMG signals over 300 ms windows in which the average force was 5–40% MVC (5% MVC increments). The ARV computed at these force levels was normalized with respect to the ARV obtained during the MVC. These recordings served to compare the global intensity of muscle activity as a function of force at the two sites (C2 and C5). Statistical analysis. For the sustained contractions, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for differences in motor unit discharge rate, coefficient of variation for interspike variability, and synchronization, with spinal level (C2 and C5) and force level (5%, 10%, and 20% MVC) as factors. A one-way ANOVA was used to evaluate differences in motor unit recruitment threshold, CIS, and coherence values within a spinal level compared with motor unit pairs between spinal levels. For comparisons between coherence values, the values were transformed (Aujal et al. 1989) as follows:

\[
2 = \arctan(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( R_{ij}(x) \right)^2}{N}) \times \sqrt{2N}
\]

where \( R_{ij}(x) \) is the coherence value and \( N \) is the number of nonoverlapping interval units used for the calculation. Furthermore, a two-way ANOVA was used to examine differences in EMG ARV during the ramped contraction (experiment 2) with spinal level (C2 and C5) and force (5–40% MVC at 5% MVC increments) as factors.

Fig. 2. Result of decomposition of EMG signals during a 10% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) contraction for a representative subject. In this case, 3 motor units were identified from C2 and 7 from C5. The action potentials from each of these motor units are identified from the intramuscular EMG recording (A). A superimposed motor unit action potentials for 3 of the detected motor units. In many cases, not all the identified motor units were included in the analysis since not all were consistently active throughout the contraction. In this example, motor units MU 9 and MU 10 from C5 were excluded from further analysis since they were active for short periods.

For the sustained contractions, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for differences in motor unit discharge rate, coefficient of variation for interspike variability, and synchronization, with spinal level (C2 and C5) and force level (5%, 10%, and 20% MVC) as factors.
Significant differences revealed by ANOVA were followed by post hoc Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) pairwise comparisons. Results are reported as means and SD in text and SE in Figs. 5 and 6. Statistical significance was set at $P < 0.05$.

**RESULTS**

**Force.** Maximum neck extension force was 214.0 ± 45.0 N for women and 259.1 ± 61.9 N for men in the first experiment. In the second experiment the maximum neck extension force was 187.1 ± 46.1 N.

**Motor unit behavior.** The discharge patterns of 98 individual motor units were identified across the three submaximal sustained contractions at C5 from the 15 subjects, whereas motor unit activity was detected in 5 of the 15 subjects at C2 (18 motor units in total). Many of these motor units could be tracked over more than one of the sustained contractions. Therefore, in comparisons of motor unit characteristics across force levels some motor units may contribute with values for more than one contraction (and thus the total number is greater than the number of individual motor units). In general, the number of motor units identified increased with increasing force (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of MUs</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>Total MUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of MUs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean discharge rate, pps</td>
<td>11.3 ± 1.16</td>
<td>9.41 ± 2.91</td>
<td>10.74 ± 2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation of interspike interval variability</td>
<td>24.07 ± 5.93</td>
<td>21.97 ± 6.23</td>
<td>23.17 ± 5.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge rate and coefficient of variation for interspike interval values are means ± SD; MU, motor unit; MVC, maximal voluntary contraction; pps, pulses per second.

The discharge rate of the identified motor units was greater at 20% MVC compared with both 10% and 5% MVC ($P < 0.05$) (Table 1 and Fig. 3). The observed mean discharge rate did not differ between C2 and C5 at any force level ($P > 0.05$) (Table 1). The coefficient of variation for the interspike interval (Table 1) did not differ between the two spinal levels or across the three force levels ($P > 0.05$).

The motor unit recruitment thresholds identified from the ramp contractions were determined for 108 of the 116 individual motor units identified during the sustained contractions. The recruitment threshold was significantly greater at C2 ($n = 16, 10.3 ± 6.0% MVC$) compared with C5 ($n = 92, 6.9 ± 4.3% MVC$) ($P < 0.01$), indicating that motor units at C2 were recruited at greater forces than at C5. This result was in agreement with the smaller number of motor units identified at C2 with respect to C5 and with the global EMG amplitude (see below).

**Table 1. Number of motor units identified and mean discharge rate and coefficient of variation for interspike interval at three force levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of MUs</th>
<th>5% MVC</th>
<th>10% MVC</th>
<th>20% MVC</th>
<th>Total MUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of MUs</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean discharge rate, pps</td>
<td>11.3 ± 1.16</td>
<td>9.41 ± 2.91</td>
<td>10.74 ± 2.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation of interspike interval variability</td>
<td>24.07 ± 5.93</td>
<td>21.97 ± 6.23</td>
<td>23.17 ± 5.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge rate and coefficient of variation for interspike interval values are means ± SD; MU, motor unit; MVC, maximal voluntary contraction; pps, pulses per second.

**Fig. 3.** Average discharge rate for all motor units identified at each contraction force for C2 (A) and C5 (B), respectively. Lines connect the discharge rates for those motor units that were identified at more than 1 force level. Bold line represents the mean; *$P < 0.05$.**
Figure 4C shows one motor unit pair across both levels and demonstrates a lower CIS compared with the motor unit pairs within the same spinal level. The peak of the cross-histogram obtained from motor units at different levels was not significant in this example. These observations were confirmed by the group data analysis. The cross-histograms showed significant peaks in 80% of the motor unit pairs ($n = 307$) when computed within the C2 and C5 levels (89.7% at C2 and 70.4% at C5) but only in 25% of the pairs ($n = 110$) when computed between levels. Moreover, for these pairs with significant peaks in the cross-histograms, the level of synchronization was significantly greater ($P < 0.05$) within levels (CIS $= 0.48 \pm 0.35$ for C2, 0.47 $\pm 0.35$ for C5) compared with pairs between levels (0.09 $\pm 0.07$) (Fig. 5). The level of synchronization of these motor unit pairs did not differ between levels ($P = 0.91$).

For the frequency band 16–32 Hz, the coherence was greater for motor unit pairs from the same level (nontransformed values 0.17 $\pm 0.13$ and 0.19 $\pm 0.10$, respectively) than for motor pairs from different levels (nontransformed value 0.04 $\pm 0.02$, $P < 0.05$). Significant coherence was found in 90% of the cases for motor unit pairs from the same level but only in 29% of the cases for motor unit pairs from different levels.

**Interference EMG.** In the second experiment, the ARV of the interference EMG during the MVC was 555.5 $\pm 364.0$ V at C2 and 869.2 $\pm 388.3$ V at C5 for the eight women. The absolute amplitude increased with increasing force (significantly different between each force level; $P < 0.0001$) and was significantly greater for C5 than for C2 ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 6A). The normalized amplitude increased with increasing force.

![Fig. 4](image_url)

**Fig. 4.** Representative data showing the cross-histograms and cumulative sum (CuSum) for motor unit pairs in a representative subject during a 10% MVC contraction. The motor unit pairs are detected from the C2 level (A, common input strength (CIS) $= 0.63$), the C5 level (B, CIS $= 0.59$), and between the 2 levels (C, CIS $= 0.04$). Vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the synchronous peaks as determined from the CuSum.

![Fig. 5](image_url)

**Fig. 5.** Mean and SE of the synchronization of motor unit pairs within each spinal level separately and between spinal levels. The level of synchronization was similar within spinal levels but differed from the synchronization between levels. *$P < 0.05$.

![Fig. 6](image_url)

**Fig. 6.** Mean and SE of the absolute (A) and normalized (B) EMG amplitude detected from the semispinalis cervicis muscle at the levels of C2 and C5 during a ramped neck extension contraction from 0 to 50% MVC.
but was not significantly different between levels (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

This study investigated motor unit behavior in two fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Although there are no previous data on motor unit behavior in this muscle, the discharge rates of the studied motor units were similar to those observed in other muscles (Chishti et al. 2007; Falla and Farina 2006a, 2006b; Holobar et al. 2010; Kukulka and Clammann 1981). The coefficient of variation for the interspike interval was also within the physiological range previously observed in other muscles (e.g., first dorsal interosseous, Chishti et al. 2007). The main finding of the study is the difference in the strength of synaptic input delivered to different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle during constant-force extensions. This may be partly due to the different mechanical advantage of the muscle fibers in different fascicles.

The greater recruitment threshold for motor units at the C2 spinal level compared with C5 indicate that the net excitatory input to motoneurons innervating the fibers at C5 is greater than for C2 at a given force level. The greater recruitment threshold at the C2 spinal level is supported by the observation that only 16 motor units were detected at the C2 level compared with the 98 motor units detected at C5. Finally, higher absolute interference EMG amplitude was detected at C5 compared with C2 during the ramped contraction from 0 to 50% MVC, which is consistent with the observed differences in recruitment thresholds between fascicles. It must be noted, however, that absolute EMG values are not directly associated with the number of active motor units, so that EMG amplitude and number of detected units remain partly independent measures of muscle activity. First, the number of motor units detected depends on the spatial distribution of muscle fibers. Second, the amplitude of the EMG is a poor indicator of the number of detected units because of amplitude cancellation that can be very high at the analyzed contraction levels (Kernan et al. 2005). Thus a larger number of active units does not necessarily imply a proportionally greater amplitude of the EMG. Indeed, it can be proven theoretically that surface EMG amplitude is related to changes in motor unit activity (or motor unit number) at relatively high levels of excitation (Faina et al. 2008). For these reasons, a discrepancy between the relative difference in amplitude of the interference EMG and the relative difference in number of motor units is expected.

The preferential recruitment of motoneurons innervating fibers in specific fascicles might be explained by a nonuniform distribution of motoneuron size innervating different fascicles, although no studies could be found in this regard. However, according to similar studies on other muscles, such as respiratory muscles (Butler and Gandevia 2006; Hudson et al. 2011), the mechanical demands of semispinalis cervicis fascicles at different spinal levels could explain a nonuniform synaptic input to motoneurons in different fascicles.

A nonuniform activation of motor units within muscle regions as found in this study has also been observed in other human muscles, such as the extensor digitorum (Kern and Fuglevand 2004), the flexor digitorum profundus (Bandy et al. 2004), the flexor digitorum superficialis (McIvor et al. 2006), and the upper trapezius muscle (Falla and Farina 2006a). Furthermore, in the external intercostal muscles, a cranial-caudal (Bludon et al. 2011) and dorsal-ventral (De Troyer et al. 2003) gradient of activation has been observed. As for the semispinalis cervicis, these recruitment patterns could not be explained by a specific spatial arrangement of muscle fibers. For example, the caudal-cranial gradient for expiratory activity and the medio-lateral gradient for inspiratory activity of the internal intercostals muscle are not due to fiber distribution, which is similar in different muscle regions (De Troyer et al. 2005). The distribution of synaptic input can diminish the influence of size in recruitment, so that other principles may be prominent. For example, motor units may be recruited according to the mechanical advantage of the muscle fibers (Butler and Gandevia 2008). This neuromechanical principle observed in inspiratory muscles appears to be present, since it persists when all feedback possibilities are removed in experimental animals (Butler and Gandevia 2008). Similar to the observations for the intercostal muscles, different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle may be recruited to different degrees depending on the force demand for each fascicle.

Analysis of the correlation between spike trains in the time and frequency domains indicated that the input to motoneurons innervating different fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle is almost independent. The low degree of synchronization between pairs of motor units detected in the present study from two individual fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle indicates a different neural input to semispinalis cervicis at these levels for their independent control. This is further supported by the observation that the coherence in the 16–32 Hz band was highest for pairs of motor units from the same fascicle of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Independent input to the two fascicles is in agreement with the observation that recruitment thresholds were significantly different for motor units at C2 and C5.

The earlier recruitment of motor units in the caudal with respect to the cranial spinal segments can be explained by different moments exerted by the fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. The force-generating capacity of a muscle can be deduced from its architectural parameters, such as physiological cross-sectional area, fascicle length, tendon length, pennation angle, and moment arm (Vasavada et al. 1998). The architectural parameters, however, are difficult to assess for the deep cervical muscles because of their complexity (Muyres-Benhamou et al. 1989; Vasavada et al. 1998) and, except for multifidus (Anderson et al. 2005), are largely unknown. Nevertheless, simple modeling allows a qualitative assessment of the distribution of forces for different fascicles. Figure 7 shows a schematic model describing the mechanical action of the semispinalis cervicis fascicles during isometric extension of the head. To have equilibrium, the external force has to be balanced by muscles and passive structures surrounding the cervical segments from C3 to C7. For example, the external moment to be balanced around C5–6 is larger than the external moment around C2–3, because the moment arm for the C5–6 segment is larger than at C2–3. Therefore, the fascicles spanning the joint C5–6 need to create a higher extension moment than the fascicles spanning C3–5. These conclusions are in agreement with the moment arms for extension of the different fascicles of multiludus, which decrease from ~1.4 to ~0.9 and ~0.3 cm from C6–7 to C5–6 and C4–5, respectively, for the superficial
fascicles and from −0.7 to −0.6 and −0.4 cm for the deep fascicles (Anderson et al. 2005).

As a limitation of this study, it must be noted that motor units were detected from only a single location within each spinal level, which, as explained above, may lead to errors in the estimation of the strength of motor unit synchronization within the fascicles. This was because of the difficulties of needle insertion medially and anterior to the fascia separating semispinalis capitis and semispinalis cervicis, in order to avoid 1) puncture of the laterally lying artery cervicalis profunda (Kramer et al. 2003) and 2) penetration into the multifidus muscle, which is not always clearly separated from semispinalis cervicis by an echogenic fascia, especially at levels C2 and C5 (Kristjansson 2004; Stokes et al. 2007). Nonetheless, as discussed above, the single site insertions in each fascicle did not influence the results.

In conclusion, this study shows that individual fascicles within the semispinalis cervicis muscle are activated partly independently and with nonuniform synaptic input that allows preferential recruitment of motor units in caudal with respect to cranial fascicles.
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Chronic trauma-induced neck pain impairs the neural control of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle

Jochen Schomacher a, Dario Farina b, René Lindstroem c, Deborah Falla a,b,c,d,⇑

Abstract

Objective: The deep cervical extensors show structural changes in patients with neck pain however their activation has never been investigated in patients. This study is the first to present neurophysiological data from the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients.

Methods: Ten women with chronic neck pain and 10 healthy controls participated. Activity of the semispinalis cervicis was measured as subjects performed isometric contractions at 15 and 30 N force with continuous change in force direction in the range 0–360°. Tuning curves of the EMG amplitude (average rectified value, ARV) were computed and the mean point of the ARV curves defined a directional vector, which determined the directional specificity of the muscle activity.

Results: Patients displayed reduced directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis (P < 0.05) Furthermore, the EMG amplitude during the circular contraction was lower for the patients (86.3 ± 38.0 and 104.6 ± 47.0 µV for 15 and 30 N, respectively) compared to controls (226.4 ± 128.5 and 315.8 ± 205.5 µV; P < 0.05).

Conclusions: The activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle is reduced and less defined in patients with neck pain confirming a disturbance in the neural control of this muscle.

Significance: This finding suggests that exercises that target the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle may be relevant to include in the management of patients with neck pain.

This study is the first to present neurophysiological data from the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with chronic neck pain. Patients with neck pain showed reduced and less defined activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle during a multidirectional isometric task. This finding might be relevant for the maintenance or recurrence of neck pain.
Ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown alterations in the physical characteristics of the cervical extensors in patients with whiplash-induced neck pain including reduced cross-sectional area (CSA) of the multifidus and semispinalis cervicis muscles (Kristjansson, 2004; Elliott et al., 2008b) and fatty infiltrate of the deep and superficial extensors (Elliott et al., 2006). In addition, studies have reported reduced CSA of the multifidus (Fernández-de-las-Peñas et al., 2008) and semispinalis cervicis muscle (Rizzolatto et al., 2010) in patients with non-traumatic neck pain. Structural changes in the deep neck extensor muscles have been attributed to factors such as generalised disease (Elliott et al., 2006), chronic denervation (Holroyd et al., 1998), functional adaptation in response to altered activity in other muscles (Elliott et al., 2008b), facet joint trauma (Elliott et al., 2006, 2008b) or involvement of the sympathetic nervous system (Passatore and Ruatta, 2006; Ruatta et al., 2008). Regardless of the mechanism underlying these observations, changes in the physical properties of the deep neck extensor muscles may lead to compromised function of the cervical spine. However, to date there has been very few neurophysiological studies investigating the activation of the deep neck extensors and those that have been performed have been limited to individuals without known impairment or pathology (Mayoux-Benhamou et al., 1997; Blouin et al., 2007). Thus the purpose of this study was to compare the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle during a multidirectional isometric task between patients with chronic neck pain and healthy controls.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten women (age, mean ± SD: 30.4 ± 7.0 years; height: 167.5 ± 5.1 cm; weight: 56.7 ± 10.7 kg) with chronic, trauma-induced neck pain participated in the study. Their average duration of pain was 5.2 ± 1.6 years (range: 3.1–7.5 years). Six of the women had pain induced by a motor vehicle accident and four from a fall. Trauma-induced neck pain was chosen since structural changes of the cervicothoracic muscles have been frequently observed in this patient group (Elliott et al., 2008a). To be included patients had to be aged between 18 and 45 years and rate their pain intensity (average over the last week) greater than 3 on a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS). Patients were excluded if they had undergone cervical spine surgery, reported neurological signs, had participated in a neck exercise program in the past 12 months, or were undergoing treatment at the time of testing. The patients’ average score for the Neck Disability Index (0–50) (Vernon and Minn, 1991) was 21.2 ± 5.7 (range: 11–32) and their average pain intensity rated on a 0–10 VAS (0–10) was 5.8 ± 1.6 (range: 3.1–4.0).

Ten healthy women (age, mean ± SD: 26.8 ± 5.9 years; height: 168.3 ± 7.0 cm; weight: 61.3 ± 10.5 kg) were recruited as controls. Control subjects were included if they were free of neck pain, had not had neck surgery and had no history of neurological disorders. Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Regional Ethics Committee (N-20090039). All participants provided written informed consent and procedures were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Electromyography

Intramuscular EMG was acquired from the semispinalis cervicis muscle at the level of the 3rd spinous process (C3) unilaterally. Control subjects were measured on the right side, whereas patients were measured on the side of greatest pain (right side for eight patients). Wire electrodes made of Teflon-coated stainless steel (diameter: 0.1 mm; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) were inserted into the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. Approximately 3–4 mm of insulation was removed from the tip of the wires to obtain an interference EMG signal. Needle insertion (Fig. 1) was guided by ultrasound (Acuson 128 Computed Sonography, Canada) using a 10-MHz linear transducer (Brenander et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007). Ultrasound is a reliable tool to visualize the deep neck extensors (Kristjansson, 2004; Stokes et al., 2007). Participants were positioned in the supine position with their head in a neutral position. The spinous process of the second cervical vertebrae was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput and a cutaneous landmark was made at the level of the third cervical spinous process (Lee et al., 2007). The ultrasound transducer was placed transversally in the midline over C3 and moved laterally to image the extensor muscles. The identification of the ephaptic (bright and reflective) laminae and the spinous processes are the main bony landmarks for identifying the cervical extensors which are separated by ephaptic fascia layers (Stokes et al., 2007). The fascia between the semispinalis cervicis and multifidus muscle is often difficult to distinguish (Kristjansson, 2004). However, the fascia between the semispinalis capitis and semispinalis cervicis is clearly visible (Kramer et al., 2003) thus the needle was inserted just below this fascia. The insertion point of the needle was 1.5 cm lateral to the midline and the needle was inserted vertically as previously described (Kramer et al., 2003). Following skin preparation (injection swabs: 70% isopropylalcohol, 30 × 30 mm, Selfetatrade, Spånga, Sweden), the needle containing the wire was inserted into the muscle belly and the needle removed immediately leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment.

Signals were acquired in monopolar mode. A reference electrode was placed around the wrist. EMG signals were amplified (EMG-Lab2, 255-channel EMG amplifier, LISN-OT Bioeletronica, Torino, Italy; 500 Hz–5 kHz), sampled at 10,000 Hz, and converted to digital form by a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter.

2.3. Procedure

The participants were seated with their head rigidly fixed in a device for the measurement of multidirectional neck force with their back supported, knees and hips in 90° of flexion, their torso firmly strapped to the seat back and their hands resting comfortably on their lap (Salla et al., 2010). The device is equipped with eight adjustable contacts which are fastened around the head to stabilise the head and provide resistance during isometric contractions of the neck. The force device is equipped with force transducers (strain gauges) to measure force in the sagittal and coronal planes. The electrical signals from the strain gauges were amplified (LISN-OT Bioeletronica, Torino, Italy) and their output was displayed on an oscilloscope as visual feedback to the subject. Following a period of familiarisation with the measuring device and a period to practice the desired contractions, subjects performed two neck extension maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) separated by 1 min of rest. Verbal encouragement was provided to the subject. The highest value of force recorded over the two maximum contractions was selected as the maximal force. A rest of −5 min followed the MVCs. Subsequently, the subjects performed contractions in the horizontal plane at 15 and 30 N force with change in force direction in the range 0–360° (circular contractions; 0°: flexion, 90°: right lateral flexion, 180° extension, 270° left lateral flexion). Real-time visual feedback of force direction and magnitude was provided on an oscilloscope positioned in front of the subject. A 15 or 30 N circle template was superimposed on the oscilloscope to guide the subjects. Following a period of −5 min to practice the task, the subjects performed the 15 and 30 N contractions in both clockwise and counter-clockwise
Statistical significance was set at \( P < 0.05 \). Results differences revealed by ANOVA were followed by post hoc (patient and control) as the between subject variable. Significant force (15 and 30 N) as the within subject variable and group length), mean activity and coefficient of variation of force with differences in the directional specificity of muscle activity (vector between subjects variable. Two-way ANOVAs were used to assess extension strength with group (patient and control) as the be-
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4. Discussion

This study examined the activation of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with trauma-induced chronic neck pain. The results showed that, contrary to asymptomatic individuals, the semispinalis cervicis muscle has reduced and less defined activity during a multidirectional isometric contraction in patients with chronic neck pain. Reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis may impact on support of the cervical spine which could be relevant for the maintenance and perpetuation of neck pain.

For the control subjects the activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle was tuned selectively for the direction of force, i.e. the muscle was active predominately in extension with a small ipsilateral component. This is in agreement with other studies on asymptomatic subjects showing well-defined preferred directions of activation of the neck muscles (Blouin et al., 2007; Falla et al., 2010; Lindstrøm et al., 2011). The preferred direction of activity observed for the semispinalis cervicis confirms its role as a primary extensor (Conley et al., 1997). The increased directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity at 30 N compared to 15 N also confirms observations for other neck muscles, such as the sternocleidomastoid, semispinalis capitis, splenius capitis and upper trapezius.
suggesting that at lower loads multiple muscles can be recruited to generate the required load in a desired direction, while at higher loads the primary muscles are predominately recruited (Blouin et al., 2007).

In contrast to the control subjects, the patient group showed reduced specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity. Reduced specificity has also been observed for both the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis muscles in patients with neck pain which is largely due to increased activation of the muscle when acting as an antagonist (Falla et al., 2010; Lindstrøm et al., 2011). However, reduced specificity of both the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis was associated with an overall increase in activity in patients with neck pain (Falla et al., 2010; Lindstrøm et al., 2011). The opposite was observed for the semispinalis cervicis muscle in this study. Despite reduced specificity of activity and increased coactivation, the muscle displayed reduced activity overall in the patient group. This finding is in accordance with observations from the deep cervical flexors, the longus colli and longus capitis, which also show reduced activity in patients with chronic neck pain (Falla et al., 2004).

Studies examining the structure of the deep neck extensors in patients with whiplash-induced neck pain show both fatty infiltration (Elliott et al., 2006) and atrophy of the semispinalis cervicis (Elliott et al., 2008b) and multifidus muscle (Kristjansson, 2004). Atrophy of the multifidus (Fernández-de-las-Peñas et al., 2008) and semispinalis capitis muscle (Rezasoltani et al., 2010) has also been observed in patients with idiopathic neck pain. The findings in this study confirm the dysfunction of the deep neck extensors by demonstrating reduced neural drive to the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with chronic trauma-induced neck pain.

Reduced neural drive to the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with chronic trauma-induced neck pain may be attributed to a number of mechanisms. The pain adaptation model describes an inhibition of agonist muscles with a simultaneous increase of antagonist activity in order to limit the range and velocity of motion (Lund et al., 1991). This theory is supported by several experimental studies (Graven-Nielsen et al., 2007).
et al., 1997; Birch et al., 2000). However, as recently discussed, the pain adaptation model is not always consistent with clinical observations (Türk, 2010).

Previous studies suggest that the central motor strategy is different in the presence of neck pain. When pain is acutely induced in the neck muscles of healthy subjects, the coordination among neck muscles is substantially altered (Falla et al., 2007). Previous clinical data also show the presence of altered motor strategies suggestive of changes in motor planning. For example, onset of the deep cervical flexors (longus colli and longus capitis) is delayed in chronic neck pain patients and is not a preplanned response compared to healthy controls (Falla et al., 2004). Thus, the reduced activation of the deep semispinalis cervicis muscle in the patient group may be attributed to an altered motor strategy for the task.

4.1. Methodological considerations

The main limitation of the study is the small sample size. This was necessary due to the invasiveness of the procedure. Despite the small sample, the findings were consistent across subjects and yielded significant results.

4.2. Clinical considerations

Static and dynamic control of the head and neck is provided by multiple muscles surrounding the cervical spine. Muscles are arranged in separate layers and due to their morphological differences they provide distinct mechanical effects on the spine. Semispinalis cervicis, together with multilobus, forms the transversospinalis muscle (Anderson et al., 2005) which contributes to segmental support by attaching directly to the vertebrae (Sommerich et al., 2000; Blouin et al., 2007). This function cannot be replicated by the more superficial muscles and is based on the anatomical characteristics (Blouin et al., 2007) and histological composition (Boyd-Clark et al., 2001) of the muscles.

Potential activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle may compromise cervical spine stability increasing the risk of micro–macro–trauma which can perpetuate and maintain neck pain (Pearson et al., 2004; Bogduk and McQuade, 2006). The finding of reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscles in patients with neck pain supports the prescription of specific exercises to retrain the deep extensors in patients with neck pain (Jull et al., 2008; Elliott et al., 2010).

5. Conclusion

This study provides evidence of altered activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain. This finding may have implications for the recurrence of neck pain and suggests that exercises that target the deep neck extensors may be relevant to the management of patients with neck pain.
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Localized Pressure Pain Sensitivity is Associated With Lower Activation of the Semispinalis Cervicis Muscle in Patients With Chronic Neck Pain

Jochen Schomacher, MSc,* Shellie A. Boudreau, PhD,* Frank Petzke, PD, Dr med,† and Deborah Falla, PhD‡

Objective: To investigate the relation between localized pressure pain sensitivity and the amplitude and specificity of semispinalis cervicis muscle activity in patients with chronic neck pain.

Materials and Methods: Pressure pain detection thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions. Intramuscular pressure pain thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions. Intramuscular pressure pain thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions. Intramuscular pressure pain thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions. Intramuscular pressure pain thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions. Intramuscular pressure pain thresholds (PPDTs) were measured over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 cervical zygapophyseal joints in 10 women with chronic neck pain and 9 healthy age-matched and sex-matched controls. Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was used to measure semispinalis cervicis muscle activity during multidirectional isometric contractions.

Results: Patients showed significantly lower PPDT compared with controls (P < 0.05). Patients also displayed lower EMG amplitude of the semispinalis cervicis at both spinal levels during the circular contractions (average across spinal levels, mean ± SD: 120.0 ± 38.59 and 126.3 ± 38.76 V) for the 15- and 30-N contractions, respectively, compared with controls (138.69 ± 66.27 and 187.64 ± 87.82 V; P < 0.05). Furthermore, the directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis muscle activity was lower for the patients during the circular contractions (P < 0.05). The PPDT (C2 and C5 positio) was positively correlated to both, directional specificity (R2 = 0.22, P < 0.05) and amplitude (R2 = 0.13, P < 0.05) of the EMG.

Discussion: In contrast to asymptomatic individuals, the semispinalis cervicis muscle displays reduced and less-defined EMG activity during a multidirectional isometric contraction in patients with chronic neck pain. The altered behavior of the semispinalis cervicis is weakly associated with pressure pain sensitivity.
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spine. It was hypothesized that changes in activation of the semispinalis cervicis may differ between spinal levels. Therefore, the aim of this study was to measure electromyography (EMG) activity of the semispinalis cervicis during a multidirectional isometric task and PPDT at 2 spinal levels (C2 and C3). The knowledge obtained from this study may further our understanding of changes in the behavior of the semispinalis cervicis in people with neck pain and the variability of change in muscle activation observed across patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Patients

Ten women (age, mean ± SD: 34.1 ± 8.8 y; height: 165.4 ± 7.4 cm; weight: 66.0 ± 23.1 kg) with chronic nonspecific neck pain participated in this study. The cause of neck pain varied and included motor vehicle accident (4), work accident (2), fall (1), and a hit with a club (1). Patients were included if they were aged between 18 and 45 years with a history of neck pain for > 6 months (mean ± SD: 9.9 ± 11.0 y), and pain intensity (average over the last week) > 2 on a 10cm visual analogue scale. The patients’ average score for the Neck Disability Index (0 to 50) (Vernon and Mior,25) was (mean ± SD) 19.6 ± 7.5 (range: 10 to 33) and their pain intensity was (mean ± SD) 6.1 ± 2.0 (range: 2.8 to 8.0).

Nine pain-free women (age, mean ± SD: 27.2 ± 4.1 y; height: 167.2 ± 7.8 cm; weight: 58.6 ± 7.1 kg) were recruited as controls. The 2 groups did not differ in age, weight, or height (P > 0.05). Controls subjects were included if they had no relevant history of neck pain or injury that limited their function and/or required treatment from a health professional. Participants were excluded from both groups if they had any major circulatory, neurological, respiratory disorders, recent or current pregnancies, or previous spine surgery. The sample size was limited to 10 patients per group because of the invasive nature of the PPDT measurement.22 Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput.20 The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting from C2 downwards and checked by counting upwards from C7 that was palpated as the most prominent spinous process.20

Ultrasonic landmarks were marked with a pen to locate a point 1.5 cm lateral to the median line of the second and fifth cervical spinous process as the insertion point for the semispinalis cervicis.20 The ultrasonic transducer was placed transversely in the midline over C2 and C5, and moved laterally to image the extensor muscles. The identification of the echogenic (bright, reflective) laminae and the spinous process are the main bony landmarks used to identify the cervical extensors that are separated by echogenic fascial layers.33-35

EMG

Intramuscular EMG was recorded from the semispinalis cervicis muscle unilaterally at the levels of the second (C2) and fifth spinous process (C5) on the same side where PPDT was assessed. Patients were measured on the side of greatest pain as atrophy of the deep lumbar multifidus muscle was shown predominantly ipsilateral to the symptoms in patients with low-back pain.21,22 Furthermore, some studies have shown greater muscle dysfunction ipsilateral to the side of pain in patients with unilateral CNP compared with the nonpainful side.23 Healthy controls were measured on the right side.

Wire electrodes made of teflon-coated stainless steel (diameter: 0.1 mm; A-M System, Carlsborg, WA) were inserted in the semispinalis cervicis by a 27-G hypodermic needle. Approximately 3 to 4 mm of insulation was removed from the tip of the wires to obtain an interference EMG signal.

Needle insertion was guided by ultrasound using a 10MHz linear transducer (Axiason 128 Computed Sonography, Canada). Ultrasound is a reliable tool to visualize the deep cervical extensors as shown by measurements of cross-sectional area.24,25 Participants were lying prone on a treatment table with the head resting in a neutral position. The spinous process of C2 was located by palpation as the first bony landmark caudal to the occiput. The spinous process of C5 was identified by palpation counting from C2 downwards and checked by counting upwards from C7 that was palpated as the most prominent spinous process.20

FIGURE 1. Ultrasound image of the neck extensors (right side) with the carrier needle inserted into the semispinalis cervicis at the level of C5.

PPDT

PPDT was measured with an electronic algometer (Somedic Production, Stockholm, Sweden) over the C2-C3 and C5-C6 zygapophyseal joints. Patients were measured on their most painful side (right side for 8 patients) and healthy controls were measured on the right side. The algometer probe tip (1 cm²) was applied to the skin at a rate of 30 kPa/s and the participant was instructed to depress a handheld switch at their first perception of pain, at which point the application of pressure ceased. PPDT measures have demonstrated reliability27 and validity28 at different regions of the spine.29-31 An explanation of the PPDT measurement procedure, followed by a demonstration on the forearm or thigh of the participant was performed before 4 consecutive PPDT measures at each location. The first PPDT measure was discarded because it is reported to be higher than the subsequent measures, and the mean of the subsequent 3 PPDT measures was used for further analysis.31
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Needle insertion started after clear identification of the semispinalis cervicis muscle and after disinfection of the skin (injection swabs: 70% isopropyl alcohol, 30x30 mm, Selfaricare, Spånga, Sweden). Then the needle containing the wire was inserted vertically into the muscle belly, the right location checked by ultrasonography (Fig. 1), and the needle removed immediately leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment.

Intramuscular EMG activity was acquired in monopolar mode. Two common reference electrodes were placed around the right and left wrist. EMG signals were amplified (EMG-USB2, 256-channel EMG amplifier, OT Bioelettronica, Torino, Italy; 500 to 5 kHz), sampled at 10,000 Hz, and converted to digital form by a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter.

Procedure

Participants were first positioned in prone for PPDT measurement, followed by insertion of the wire electrodes into the semispinalis cervicis. Participants were then seated in a device for the measurement of multidirectional neck force (Aalborg University, Denmark) with their head secured in a padded head-brace. The back was supported; the torso was securely strapped to the backrest, the knees and hips were positioned with 90 degrees of flexion, and the hands rested on the thighs. The multidirectional neck force-recording apparatus is equipped with 8 adjustable contacts that are fastened around the head to provide resistance during cervical isometric contractions. The adjustable contacts are equipped with transducers (strain gauges) to allow force measures in the sagittal and coronal planes. The electrical signals from the strain gauges were amplified (OT Bioelettronica) and their output displayed on an oscilloscope as visual feedback to the patient.

After a period of familiarization with the measuring device and a period to practice the desired contractions, participants performed contractions in the horizontal plane, first at 15-N and then at 30-N force with change in force direction in the range 0 to 360 degrees (circular contractions; 0 degrees: flexion, 90 degrees: right lateral flexion, 180 degrees: extension, 270 degrees: left lateral flexion). Real-time visual feedback of force direction and magnitude was provided on an oscilloscope positioned in front of the patient. A 15- or 30-N circle template was superimposed on the oscilloscope to guide the participants through the circular contractions. Participants were able to practice the circular motion with no load. After a 5-minute rest period, the patients performed the 15-N followed by the 30-N contractions. Each circular contraction consisted of 1 clockwise and 1 counterclockwise contraction. The contractions were performed as a continuous motion over a 12-second interval, as guided by a counter. Each circular contraction was separated by rest periods of 2 minutes.

**FIGURE 2.** Representative directional activation curves of the semispinalis cervicis muscle at the spinal levels C2 and C5 for a 15-N contraction during a clockwise circular contraction for (A) a healthy control and (B) a patient with neck pain.
Signal Analysis

The amplitude of the EMG was estimated as the average rectified value (ARV) of the signal in non-overlapping intervals of 250 ms. The ARV of the EMG as a function of the angle of force direction will be referred to in the following as directional activation curves. The directional activation curves represent the modulation in intensity of muscle activity with the direction of force exertion and represent a closed area when expressed in polar coordinates. A line connecting the origin with the central point of this area is defined as a directional vector, with the vector length expressed as a percentage of the mean ARV of the EMG during the entire circular contraction. This normalized vector length represents the specificity of muscle activation: it is equal to 0 if the muscle is active in the same way in all directions and, conversely, it corresponds to 100% if the muscle is active in exclusively 1 direction. In addition, the ARV EMG was averaged across the entire circular contraction to provide an estimate of total muscle activity. No differences in EMG were found for the clockwise and counterclockwise tasks, so the data were combined to obtain an average EMG ARV. One EMG recording from the semispinalis cervicis muscle at the level of C5 in a healthy control was lost because of inadequate signal quality and therefore, the EMG data from C5 was excluded for this participant.

Statistical Analysis

Before statistical comparison, all data were tested for normal distribution by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and normality was confirmed. A 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess differences in PPDT, with location (C2, C5) as the within-subject variable and group (patient, control) as the between-subject variable. Furthermore, 2-way ANOVAs were used to assess differences in the directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity (vector length) and the average ARV obtained across the entire circular contraction, with force (15, 30 N) and location (C2, C5) as the within-subject variables and group (patient, control) as the between-subject variable. Significant differences revealed by ANOVA were followed by post hoc Student-Newman-Keuls pair-wise comparisons.

Linear regression analysis was conducted on PPDT, and (1) directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity (average of 15- and 30-N contractions); and (2) mean activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle during the circular contractions (average of 15- and 30-N contractions). Furthermore, regression analysis was conducted between the directional specificity and mean EMG activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle (data pooled across all patients and healthy controls). Results are reported as mean and SD in the text and SE in the figures. Statistical significance was set at $P < 0.05$.

RESULTS

Patients displayed significantly lower PPDTs at both levels (C2: 71.4 ± 34.54 ms; C5: 83.1 ± 38.75 ms) compared with controls (C2: 128.0 ± 43.44 ms; C5: 169.9 ± 57.44 ms; $P = 0.01$). Across both groups the PPDT were lower at C2 compared with C5 ($P < 0.001$).

Figure 2 illustrates representative semispinalis cervicis directional activation curves recorded at the levels of both C2 and C5 during a circular contraction performed at 15 N for a representative healthy control and a patient. In this example, the healthy control presents with defined activation of the semispinalis cervicis at both spinal levels with the highest amplitude of activity towards extension with a slight ipsilateral posterolateral direction. Conversely, the directional activation curves for the representative patient indicate more even-activation levels of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in all directions.

Values of directional specificity in the EMG of the semispinalis cervicis muscle did not differ between the 15- or 30-N circular contractions or spinal level. However, as shown in Figure 3, the directional specificity was less defined in the patient group for both the 15 N (mean ± SD: 18.87 ± 7.88% at C2 and 16.69 ± 7.24% at C5) and 30-N contractions.
circular contractions (20.74 ± 7.22% at C2 and 17.91 ± 9.25% at C5) compared with pain-free controls (19.96 ± 14.06% at C2 and 25.15 ± 13.45% at C5 for 15 N and 25.13 ± 14.53% and 30.33 ± 14.72% at C2 and C5, respectively, for 30 N) ($F = 6.17; P < 0.05$).

Likewise, the patients demonstrated lower values of ARV (averaged across the circular contractions) for the semispinalis cervicis during the circular contractions performed at both 15 N (121.07 ± 62.07 μV at C2 and 136.95 ± 53.09 μV at C5) and 30 N (110.61 ± 39.02 μV at C2 and 143.04 ± 63.57 μV at C5) compared with controls (155.34 ± 70.28 μV at C2 and 162.03 ± 52.01 μV at C5 for 15 N and 180.05 ± 85.48 μV at C2 and 195.22 ± 64.31 μV at C5 for 30 N) ($F = 9.7; P < 0.01$, Fig. 4). The ARV of the semispinalis cervicis did not differ between the 15- and 30-N circular contractions at both spinal levels (both $P > 0.05$).

When the patient and control data were pooled together, a significant relation was identified between the PPDT and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity ($R^2 = 0.22$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 5), and between PPDT and mean activity ($R^2 = 0.15$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 6). The mean activity of the semispinalis cervicis and directional specificity were also significantly correlated ($R^2 = 0.41$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 7). Table 1 presents the results of the linear regression analysis for all comparisons for both the patient and the control group.

DISCUSSION

As expected, the PPDT over the C2 and C5 zygapophysial joints was significantly lower in women with CNP compared with controls. This study also found lower EMG amplitude and lower directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis during multi-directional isometric contractions of the neck. Moreover, evidence of a correlation between PPDT and EMG activity, and PPDT and directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis was found.

![FIGURE 5. Scatter plot showing the correlation between the pressure pain detection threshold and directional specificity of semispinalis cervicis activity ($R^2 = 0.22$, $P < 0.05$). Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval.](image)

![FIGURE 6. Scatter plot showing the correlation between pressure pain detection threshold and semispinalis cervicis mean electromyograph amplitude ($R^2 = 0.15$, $P < 0.05$). Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval.](image)
EMG Amplitude and Directional Specificity

Consistent with previous findings, this study showed reduced and less-defined activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain compared with pain-free controls. Previously, the activity of the semispinalis cervicis was investigated at the level of C3, whereas in this study we further investigated the activation of the semispinalis cervicis at the levels C2 and C5. Lower activity of the semispinalis cervicis (and multifidus), as measured with muscle functional magnetic resonance imaging, was also found in patients with mechanical neck pain when assessed at the levels C5-C6 and C7-T1 during cervical extension with the head positioned in a neutral position. The observation that the semispinalis cervicis muscle was similarly altered across different spinal levels, suggests a generalized change in activation in all fascicles rather than a change localized to a specific segment. Localized changes in muscle structure has been shown to occur specifically at painful segments of the spine, although generalized changes in muscle composition that are not isolated to 1 level of the spine have been demonstrated. For example, in patients with persistent whiplash-induced neck pain, fatty infiltration of the neck extensors was observed across several spinal levels (C3-C7). In addition, relatively smaller cross-sectional area of the semispinalis cervicis was also noted across all levels.

In the present study, the most painful segment was not specifically investigated; therefore, further investigations are required to reveal the extent or distribution patterns of altered EMG activity across spinal levels with respect to the painful segments.

The less-defined activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle in patients with neck pain during the multidirectional isometric task is in accordance with decreased directional specificity found for the sternocleidomastoid and splenius capitis muscles in patients with neck pain. Lower specificity of neck muscle activity may be interpreted as a functional adaptation or possibly maladaptation to pain and might reflect impaired neural drive to the neck muscles in patients. It may represent an attempt to increase cervical spine stability similar to coactivation of cervical muscles by activating muscles over a larger range of motion. This multidirectional activation of the cervical muscles could provide muscle tension when moving in all directions which would support cervical stability, even though the overall EMG amplitude of semispinalis cervicis was reduced in patients compared with pain-free controls.

PPDT

The findings of lower PPDT over the zygapophyseal joints C2 and C5 in patients as compared with asymptomatic individuals, is consistent with previous investigations over cervical joints and muscles. The increased sensitivity to pressure, as was found at C2 and C5, is likely to explain the frequent reports of pain at these locations. For example, in a study of patients after a whiplash injury, half who reported headache localized the source of their pain to the cervical spine.

| TABLE 1. Results of the Linear Regression Analysis (R²) Between Pressure Pain Detection Threshold (PPDT) and Directional Specificity and Mean EMG Activity for Both the Patient and the Control Group Separated and Taken Together |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | Patients         | Controls        | Patients + Controls |
|                  | Dir. Spec. | Mean Activity | Dir. Spec. | Mean Activity | Dir. Spec. | Mean Activity |
| PPDT at C2       | 0.12      | 0.13           | 0.16       | 0.13           | 0.06       | 0.04           |
| PPDT at C3       | 0.26      | 0.04           | 0.20       | 0.24           | 0.26       | 0.08           |
| PPDT at C2 + C3  | 0.01      | 0.01           | 0.22       | 0.17           | 0.22       | 0.15           |

Bold and italic indicates significant correlation: *P < 0.05. Dir. Spec. indicates directional specificity; PPDT, pressure pain detection threshold.
pain to the C2-C3 zygapophyseal joint area. In addition, mechanical palpation over the zygapophyseal joints from C6 to C4, but not C5-C7, was significantly more painful in patients with headache symptoms compared with pain-free controls. Lower PPDT may occur as a result of local changes in the periphery such as higher serotonin (5-HT) and glutamate found in the interstitial fluid of upper trapezius myalgia. Central sensitization, however, contributes significantly and generally leads to hypersensitivity to pressure. Other components of pain, such as psychological distress (cognitive evaluative), however, do not appear to be correlated to pressure sensitivity (PPDT) in the neck of patients with nontraumatic neck-shoulder pain.

As a general finding, the PPDT over the zygapophyseal joint at C2 was lower than at C5 in both groups. This suggests that C2 is more sensitive to mechanical stimulation or palpation than C5, and is in line with the observation of increasing PPDT values from C6 to T4 and T6-L4 in asymptomatic volunteers. The differences between levels C2 and C5, however, are small and below the SEM (20.5 kPa) and the minimum detectable change (47.2 kPa) of PPDT of the upper trapezius muscle. Thus, although a statistical difference between levels was observed in this study, the clinical relevance of the difference between both levels is unknown.

The lower values of PPDT over C2 compared with C5 suggest that PPDT reflects the sensitivity and tension of the tissues to pressure and not the pain report by the patient. Indeed, only a weak correlation has been shown between PPDT over the cervical spinous process and intensity of subacute neck pain after a whiplash injury. It has been proposed that C2 may be more vulnerable to loads because of the mechanical stress that results from movement coupling of the upper (C0-C3) and the lower (C3-C7) cervical spine.

Relation Between PPDT and EMG Measures

In this study, a correlation between PPDT and EMG amplitude was not detected and the functional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis was found when patient and control data were pooled. In data, few studies have investigated correlations between PPDT and EMG amplitude in patients with pain or in healthy controls. In patients with maseter muscle pain, PPDT was not only lower in the maseter muscle when compared with pain-free controls, but there was also a correlation between PPDT and the duration of maseter EMG activity during biting tasks of hard and soft foods. However, there was no correlation between PPDT of the maseter and maximum biting force. The results from this study imply that during functional tasks, PPDT may have a greater influence on muscle activity patterns.

In this study, PPDT was only weakly correlated to EMG amplitude and directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis. This is supported by the observation that the correlation was not evident when analyzing each group alone. This suggests that other factors are contributing to the variability of activation of the semispinalis cervicis during the multidirectional isometric task. For example, general psychological distress and fear avoidance behavior have a strong influence on motor control. Other factors such as disease may also contribute to altered muscle activation.

Methodological Considerations

The invasive procedure of electrode placement restricted the sample size in this study as in other studies with similar procedures. The small number of patients and the interindividual variability of the data resulted in nonsignificant correlations when the data were analyzed within each group making it necessary to pool the data of both groups to increase the sample size. Although no significant difference in age or weight were observed between the groups, there was a tendency for greater weight and older age in the patient group that may need to be taken into consideration. Furthermore, the EMG amplitude, directional specificity, and PPDT might have been influenced by personal factors such as activity level, comorbidity, and medication that were not monitored in this study.

Clinical Implications

The deep cervical flexors and extensors form a muscular sleeve enclosing and supporting the cervical spine. Lower activation of the deep muscles during movements of the head might compromise cervical spine stability and increase the risk of injury and pain. Indeed, only a weak correlation has been shown between PPDT over the cervical spinous process and intensity of subacute neck pain after a whiplash injury. It has been proposed that C2 may be more vulnerable to loads because of the mechanical stress that results from movement coupling of the upper (C0-C3) and the lower (C3-C7) cervical spine.

CONCLUSIONS

PPDT over the zygapophyseal joints C2 and C5 and EMG amplitude, and directional specificity of the semispinalis cervicis at the same spinal levels were significantly lower in patients with CNP compared with healthy controls. PPDT of patients and controls together correlated lower in patients with pain or in healthy controls. In patients with pain, PPDT was not only lower in the maseter muscle when compared with pain-free controls, but there was also a correlation between PPDT and the duration of maseter EMG activity during biting tasks of hard and soft foods. However, there was no correlation between PPDT of the maseter and maximum biting force. The results from this study imply that during functional tasks, PPDT may have a greater influence on muscle activity patterns.
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Abstract

The semispinalis cervicis muscle displays reduced and less defined activation in patients with neck pain which is associated with increased activity of the splenius capitis muscle. Exercises to selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis muscle may be relevant for patients with neck pain however the most appropriate type of exercise has not been determined. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether a specific exercise could selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis muscle relative to the splenius capitis. Ten women with chronic neck pain participated. Intramuscular electrodes were inserted into the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis unilaterally on the side of greatest pain. After testing the maximal neck extension force, three isometric exercises were performed in sitting: 1. the investigator placed a hand on the patient’s occiput and pushed into flexion asking the patient to resist into extension maximally, 2. the investigator placed the thumb and index finger on the vertebrae arch of C2 and pushed into flexion asking the patient to resist maximally, 3. same procedure as C2 however the resistance was applied at C5. The ratio between the normalized electromyography (EMG) amplitude of the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis was computed. The relative activation of the semispinalis cervicis was greater (P < 0.05) than the splenius capitis with resistance at C2 (2.53 ± 2.43) compared to resistance at the occiput (1.39 ± 1.00) or at C5 (1.39 ± 0.83). The results indicate that localized resistance can achieve relative isolation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. This exercise approach may be relevant for patients with neck pain.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The semispinalis cervicis is considered together with the multifidus and rotatores muscles as the deepest layer of the neck extensors (Rankin et al., 2005; Stines et al., 2007). Together these muscles contribute towards cervical spine segmental support (Mayoua-Benhamou et al., 1997; Bloin et al., 2007) due to their relatively small moment arms (Anderson et al., 2005), attachment to adjacent vertebrae (Sommerich et al., 2000), and high proportion (~70%) of slow twitch fibres (Boyd-Clark et al., 2001).

The semispinalis cervicis muscle shows structural changes in patients with neck pain including reduced relative cross-sectional area (Elliott et al., 2008a) and fatty infiltration of muscle tissue, especially in patients with whiplash-induced neck pain (Elliott et al., 2006, 2008b). In addition, a recent study has shown that the semispinalis cervicis has reduced and less defined activation during a multidirectional isometric task in patients with neck pain compared to healthy controls (O’Leary et al., 2011). Reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle may compromise cervical spine segmental support increasing the risk of micro-trauma to the spine which may perpetuate and maintain neck pain (Pearson et al., 2004; Bogduk and McGlack, 2006).

Reduced activation of the semispinalis cervicis in patients with neck pain together with knowledge that patients display reduced
strength (Prusakovsky et al., 2005; Lindström et al., 2011, 2012) and endurance (Lee et al., 2010) of their neck extensors supports the prescription of specific exercises to retrain the extensors in patients with neck pain (Jull et al., 2005; Elliott et al., 2010). However, the most appropriate type of exercise has not been determined (Ylinen, 2007). Since activity of the superficial extensors (e.g. semispinalis cervicis) is frequently observed to be increased in patients with neck pain (Sato et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2008; Lindström et al., 2011), an exercise which specifically targets the semispinalis cervicis muscle is considered most appropriate (Jull et al., 2008; O'Leary et al., 2010). Thus the purpose of this study was to investigate whether specific resistance to the head or spine could selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis muscle relative to the more superficial extensor, the splenius capitis.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten women with chronic neck pain participated in this study (Table 1). Patients were included if they were between 18 and 45 years, had a history of neck pain greater than 6 months and if their neck pain intensity (average over the last week) was greater than 2 on a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS). Patients were excluded if they displayed neurological signs and/or had undergone cervical spine surgery. The impact of neck pain on the patients’ daily life was assessed with the Neck Disability Index (0–50) (Vernon and Mest, 1991) and their pain over the last week was assessed with a VAS. The onset of pain in eight of the patients was attributed to trauma while the other two had idiopathic pain. Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Regional Ethics Committee (N-20090039). All participants provided written informed consent and procedures were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Electromyography

Intramuscular electromyography (EMG) was acquired from the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscles at the level of the 3rd spinous process (C3) unilaterally on the side of greatest pain (right side for 8 patients). Wire electrodes made of stainless steel (diameter: 0.1 mm; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) were inserted in the muscle via a 27-gauge hypodermic needle. 4 mm of insulation was removed from the tip of the wire. Following skin disinfection (injection swabs: 70% isopropylalkohol, 30 × 30 mm, Selefatrade, Spånga, Sweden), the needle containing the wire was inserted into the muscle belly and removed immediately leaving the wire in the muscle for the duration of the experiment. Signals were acquired in monopolar mode. Two common reference electrodes were placed around the right and left wrists. EMG signals were amplified (EMG-LSB2, 256-channel EMG amplifier, OT Biomedica, Torino, Italy; 500 Hz–5 kHz), sampled at 10,000 Hz, and converted to digital form by a 12-bit analogue-to-digital converter.

2.3. Procedure

After electrode insertion the subject was seated with the head rigidly fixed in a device for the measurement of multidirectional neck force with the back supported, knees and hips in 90° of flexion, the torso firmly strapped to the seat back and the hands resting comfortably on the lap (Falla et al., 2010). The device is equipped with eight adjustable contacts which are fastened around the head to stabilize the head and provide resistance during isometric contractions of the neck. The force device is equipped with force transducers (strain gauges) to measure force in the sagittal and coronal planes. The electrical signals from the strain gauges were amplified (OT Biomedica, Torino, Italy) and their output was displayed on an oscilloscope as visual feedback to the subject. Following a period of familiarization with the measuring device, subjects performed three neck extension maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) separated by 5 min rest. Verbal encouragement was provided to the subject. The highest value of force recorded over the 2 maximum contractions was selected as the maximal force.

Following a rest of ∼30 min, the subject was seated upright comfortably on a chair with the back supported and the hands resting in a relaxed position on the thighs. The investigator was standing on the right side of the subject and fixed the ventral aspect of the subject’s torso with his right hand. Three isometric exercises were performed and each was sustained for ∼5 s (Fig. 1). For the first exercise, the investigator placed his (left) hand on the occiput and pushed into flexion asking the patient to resist maximally. For the second exercise, the investigator placed the thumb and index finger of his (left) hand approximately on the vertebral arch of C2 and pushed into flexion asking the patient to resist maximally. For the third exercise the procedure was identical to that at C2 however the resistance was applied approximately at C5. Five minutes rest was provided between each exercise. Subjects had practised each contraction prior to insertion of the electrodes and then repeated each exercise twice with electrodes in situ. The peak EMG amplitude from the two contractions was taken for further analysis.

2.4. Signal analysis

The amplitude of the EMG for both the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscles was estimated as the average rectified
value (ARV) of the signal in non-overlapping intervals of 250 ms and averaged over the 5 s contraction. The peak ARV computed during each exercise was normalized with respect to the peak ARV obtained during the MVC and expressed as a percentage. Since the manual resistance could not be standardized across conditions, the ratio between the normalized ARV of the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis muscle was compared across conditions.

2.5. Statistical analysis

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate differences in the ratio of semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis normalized EMG ARV between the three different conditions with location of resistance (occiput, C2 and C5) as the between subject variable. Significant differences revealed by ANOVA were followed by post-hoc Student–Newman–Keuls (SNK) pair-wise comparisons. Results are reported as mean and standard deviation (SD) in the text and standard error (SE) in the figures. Statistical significance was set at $P<0.05$.

3. Results

The mean and SD of the ratio of semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis normalized EMG ARV was $1.39 \pm 0.23$, $2.53 \pm 2.43$, $0.85 \pm 0.85$ for resistance at the occiput, C2 and C5 respectively (Fig. 2). The one-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for the location of resistance ($F = 5.04, P = 0.018$). The post-hoc SNK comparisons showed significant differences between occiput versus C2 ($P = 0.024$) and C5 versus C2 ($P = 0.002$), but not between occiput versus C5 ($P = 0.625$), indicating that resistance at C2 resulted in the most selective activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle relative to the splenius capitis.

4. Discussion

This study showed that manual resistance applied to the vertebral arch of C2 resulted in the most selective activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle (recorded at the level of C3) compared to resistance applied at the occiput or at the level of C5. Studies examining the structure of the deep neck extensors show both fatty infiltration (Elliott et al., 2006) and atrophy (Elliott et al., 2008a) of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. Furthermore, the activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle is reduced and less defined in patients with neck pain (Schomacher et al., 2011). Taken together, these findings suggest that exercises specifically activating the semispinalis cervicis are relevant to include within a training program for patients with neck pain. Despite this, very few investigations have examined whether specific exercises can selectively activate the deep cervical extensors.

A recent mfMRI study showed that an isometric head/neck extension at 20% of the maximum voluntary force performed in neutral position activated both the deep and superficial extensors equally in a group of healthy volunteers (Elliott et al., 2010). The same exercise performed in 15° of cranio-cervical extension
increased the activity of semispinalis capitis muscle compared to exercise performed in a neutral position, but not for the deep extensors below the level of C2 (Elliott et al., 2010). This is expected since multifidus and semispinalis cervicis have their highest attachments to the axis (C1/C2) and are therefore not largely affected by cranio-cervical extension (Elliott et al., 2010). The findings of the present study also indicate that resistance to the occiput in a neutral position does not increase the activity of semispinalis cervicis relative to the splenius capitis.

When resistance was applied locally at C2 it resulted in the greatest activation of the semispinalis cervicis and the least activation of the splenius capitis. For home exercise, resistance by the therapist could be replaced by a theraband or a towel during the exercise. The observation that local resistance at C5 did not selectively activate the semispinalis cervicis may be related to the location of electrode placement. The fascicles of the semispinalis cervicis muscle originate from the transverse processes of the upper 5–6 thoracic vertebrae and insert on the cervical spinous processes, from the axis to the seventh cervical vertebra inclusive. Each fascicle spans 4–6 segments (Schaarke et al., 2006; Drake et al., 2010). In this study we recorded activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. This exercise approach may be indicated in future studies.

4.1 Methodological considerations

A standardized intensity of manual resistance was not applied across conditions. This would have been difficult to measure and would not have been consistent with clinical practice, where the maximal resistance is adapted to the individual capabilities. Consequently the amount of force produced by the patients might have varied across conditions. However absolute values of EMG amplitude were not statistically compared but rather the ratio of EMG amplitude between the semispinalis cervicis and splenius capitis was assessed which should account for individual differences in the amount of resistance applied.

Due to the invasive nature of the experiment the number of participants was limited. For the same reason recordings were only performed unilaterally (on the side of greatest pain). Less invasive techniques such as muscle functional magnetic resonance imaging (Elliott et al., 2010) and tissue velocity ultrasound imaging (TVI) (Peolsson et al., 2010) may be useful in the future to examine a larger population to corroborate the present findings.

5. Conclusion

Patients with chronic neck pain are known to display reduced activity of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. The results of this study indicate that localized resistance can achieve relative isolation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle. This exercise approach may be...
relevant to include in the rehabilitation program for patients with neck pain. Future studies are needed to assess whether the activation of the semispinalis cervicis muscle can be increased with this exercise in patients with neck pain following a period of training and whether using this exercise approach offers pain relief.
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